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THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY gave the War Cabinet 


an account of the meeting which, accompanied by the 


First Sea Lord and the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff, 


he had had with the Commander-in-Ohief, Home Fleet, on 

: 

the previous day. 


Complete unanimity of view had been reached on 


the policy to be followed in the immediate future for 


the basing of the Fleet. It was clear that the 


Commander--in-Chief was s.nxious to use Scapa, if possible, 

.-' .-v" ^V'-:- ^ -.""-''-v.-:.;' \ . , . . 


as hxs m a m base, but he had fully appreciated the 


reasons why this would not be practicable for some 


time to come; and he had been convinced of the 

advantages of either the Clyde or Rosyth as against 


Seapa from the point of view of fighter defence, more 


particularly in the event of sustained attack by 


successive waves of bombers. As between the Clyde and 


Rosyth, the Commander-in-Chief had. been strongly in 


favour of Rosyth. While the Clyde position had the 


very material advantage of giving the fighters a better 


cha.nee of engaging raiders, both before £fee after their 


attack, it had distinct disadvantages from the Naval 


point of view. For example, heavy ships using the 


Clyde had to proceed along a narrow, seven-mile stretch 


of water in which it was impossible to zig-zag. From. 


the point of view of A.A. gun and balloon defence, 


the Fleet anchorage at Rosyth could be much more 


efficiently defended than any suitable anchorage in 


the Clyde. In addition, the anti-submarine defences in 


the Forth afforded much greater security than those in 


the Clyde. 






On balance, therefore, it had. been agreed that, i 


for the time being, Rosyth should be used in prefer
enee to the Clyde. 


The Commander-in-Chief shared the views of the 


First Sea Lord that Capital Ships should not be sent 


into the Southern part of the North Sea unless we had 


sure information that they would meet the enemy's 


heavy ships. The Commander-in-Chief had also agreed 


that xt would be unwise to take any unnecessary risks 


with the HOOD. 


The future movements of the Fleet would therefore 


be as follows. The HOOD would proceed, to Devonport, 


and the NELSON and RODNEY, after an interval at sea, 


would, proceed to Rosyth. 


The War Cabinet approved the above 

arrangements.' 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1, 


1st November, 1939. 
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W.Mo (59) 68th CONCLUSIONS, MINUTE 7. 


Confidential Annex. 


LEAKAGE OP THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO informed the 

INFORMATION 


TO GERMANY. War Cabinet that, in accordance with the invitation which 


they had extended to him at their meeting on the 31st 

Eire 


Censorship. October, he had assembled a Committee comprising the 


Secretary of State for War, the Secretary of State for 


Home Affairs and the Secretary of State for Dominion 


Affairs,to examine the question of the possible leakage 


of secret information through Eire. The First Lord of 


the Admiralty had been good enough to attend the 


meeting, and they had also had the benefit of the 


presence of the Chief Censor. 


Lord Hankey said that, until the previous day? 


there had not been the smallest impediment to information 


reaching Eire by telephone, telegraph, mail-bag or 


messenger, but on that day, in accordance- with the 


decision of the War Cabinet, arrangements had been made 


to listen in secretly to all telephone conversations 


between Great Britain and Eire. At the meeting of his 


Committee on the previous day it had been agreed that the 


Secretary of State for War should arrange, through the 


Chief Censor, to extend this arrangement to Northern 


Ireland as soon as the necessary staff could be assembled. 


This would provide a useful but limited check. (in this 


connection, Lord Hankey mentioned the ruse of making use 


of little-known languages such as Welsh, and said that 


he had put the Chief Censor on his guard against the 


possible use of Erse.) His Committee had therefore 


considered whether it would not be prudent to go further 






and recommend a cancellation of all free intercourse, 


both by telegraph and telephone, between Great Britain 


and Eire5 limiting communication to written messages 


which, after being censored, would be transmitted by the 


postal authorities. This would be a very strong 


measure. It would correspond with the restrictions 


which were now imposed on traffic to Continental countries, 


including Prance and Belgium, and would involve the 


cessation of all telephone calls except those from 


Government Departments, Diplomatic Missions and, after 


prior censorship, from the Press and approved firms. 


But to be effective it would have to be applied to Northern 


Ireland as well as to Eire. It would require a very 


large staff. It would interfere seriously with business 


and would be particularly resented by Belfast and the 


Clyde, between which there was a very heavy traffic. 


It would be stigmatised as a further measure of unnecessary 


control, and would provoke an outcry from the Press. 


It would almost certainly alienate the goodwill of Eire, 


to which the Censorship authorities, who had established 


good working relations with the Irish authorities, attached 


a good deal of importance. 


Moreover, the imposition of telephone and 


telegraph censorship on the lines suggested, 


would only secure a few hours delay unless we 


also imposed full postal censorship - a measure 






which would cause a good deal of delay and which 


would require a staff of some 2,500 - and, in addition, 


enforced a strict control of passenger traffic to and 


from Eire. Whilst it was true that this few hours' 


delay might be important in the case of movements of 


warships and military movements, it would not prevent 


the leakage of other classes of information to Eire. 


Before coming to any decisions, his Committee 


had turned to the question of how far, and through what 


channels, information might leak from Eire. The Irish 


High Commissioner had assured the Secretary of State 


for Dominion Affairs, very confidentially, that no 


message had left the German Legation by cable for 


Washington since October the 6th. This had been 


confirmed independently by the Chief Censor. The 


neutral Legations in Dublin had despatched diplomatic 


telegrams only very occasionally. 


Messages from Eire to America were subject 


to censorship, first in Eire (where, admittedly, 
s


censorship might not be good) and,secondly, either 

at Canso in Nova Scotia or Hearfs Content an Newfoundland 

these stations both being in touch with the British 


Censorship. Thus, sooner or later all messages 


to America came into the hands of our Chief Censor, 


who had reported that so far they had not revealed 


anything sinister. 


The only European cable from Eire was one 


which went to Le Havre, where the Chief Censor had 


already established close liaison,, 


The Irish Chief Censor was friendly and 


helpful but he had to work under a strictly "neutral" 






political chief, and his censorship machine was of 


doubtful efficiency and was not to be relied upon0 


Our own Chief Censor had suggested that matters would 


be considerabley improved if the Government of Eire 

could be persuaded to agree that all cablegrams should 


be routed through England,, This would enable all 


messages to be censored here instead of in Eire and 


with practically no delay. The Secretary of State 


for Dominion Affairs was willing, if the War Cabinet 


approved, to approach the Government of Sire with this 


sugges tion. 


Lord Hankey pointed out that there was, at 


present, no positive evidence of any leakage of secret 


information out of Eire, or even of any regular 


volume of privileged communication out of that country 


through the ordinary Cable system, and his Committee 


inclined to the view that leakage, if it were taking 


place from Eire, would be passing more probably through 


channels other than cables. 


There were three such possible channels:
(i) Neutral Ships, which could send wireless 


messages to Germany the moment they 

were outside territorial waters. 


The number of such ships was, however, 

too limited to provide a regular 

channel; and such messages were, 

moreover, liable to interception. 


(ii) Illicit Wireless, which the Committee 

regarded as a much more likely source 

of leakage. 


At least one such station was suspected 

to exist in Eire, but the Eire Government 

had not the technical means of running 

it to earth. In order that we should 

be in a position to apply these technical 

means, which were highly specialised, 

it would be necessary that we should be 

allowed to operate in Eire. There was, 

however, reason to believe that the 






Eire Censorship Authorities might give 

permission for our technical experts 

to co-operate with them in an attempt 

to locate illicit wireless stations 

and the Committee were in favour of an 

approach being made to them towards this 

end with the least possible delay 

through the appropriate channels. 


(iii)	 Carrier Pigeons.' It was considered 

that these did not constitute so great 

a danger as (i) and particularly (ii) 

above. The possibilities were under 

examination. 


Leakage from this country, no less than 


from Eire, was possible by any of the three methods 


which he had mentioned. There was already in this 


country an active organisation for the interception 


of illicit wireless, which had recently been considerably 


strengthened by the appointment of Sir Prank Smith 


to take charge of the technical side. 


Summarising the main considerations, Lord 


Hankey said that it was necessary to remember:
(a) That, as yet, there was no actual evidence, 


either from the Security Services or elsewhere, - though 


there was a strong presumption - that leakage was 


taking place through Eire. 


(b) That there was no evidence that any leakage 


from Eire to enemy countries was going out through 


cables - the evidence, such as it was, being the other 


way. 


(c) That leakage was more probably taking place 


through illicit wireless from Eire, but equally it 


might be through as yet undiscovered illicit wireless 


sets operating from this country. 


(d) That the Security Services might obtain 


further evidence in the very near future from listening-in 


to the telephones, which might give us the material 


required to enable us to decide what the next step should 


be. 
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On a review of all these considerations, his 


Committee had therefore felt that it would be preferable 


not to impose complete and immediate censorship on 


telephones and telegraphs, and still more on letters, 


parcels and packages, but to keep these more drastic 


measures in reserve for the time being; and their 


.recommendations were accordingly as follows!

(i)	 The arrangements for listening-in 

to all telephone conversations 

between Great Britain and Eire 

should be extended forthwith to 

Northern Ireland. 


(ii)	 All cable traffic from Eire should be 

routed through London for censorship 

by the British authorities 


(iii)	 Immediate arrangements should be made 

for our Illicit Wireless Interception 

Organisation to co-operate with the 

Eire authorities for the detection of 

possible short-wave wireless 

transmitters in that cb\intry? (An 

interception set was already in 

operation in Northern Ireland.) 


(iv)	 Should these arrangements.fail to 

stop the present leakage, consideration 

should be given to the imposition of 

full censorship measures and the 

control of passenger traffic.. 


(v)	 The Secretary of State for War should 

be invited to report on the possibilities 

of creating prohibited areas in places 

where it was of special importance to 

keep the movements of Military and 

Naval Forces secret,., 


A further point which had occured to him, 


personally, after the Meeting, was that -

(vi)	 Arrangements should be made by the 

Security Service to keep a close watch 

on German broadcasts, and to transcribe 

and analyse any statements which 

appeared in any way to bear out the 

belief that there was, in fact, an 

inexplicable leakage of information-, 






THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that 


the German broadcasts clearly showed that they had 


- an intimate and widespread knowledge of what was going 


on in this country. Indeed, they seemed to take a 


malicious pleasure in regaling the British public with 


details which could only have been obtained by personal 


observation - for example, the reasons why Groydon 


would make a good bombing target; the fact that a 


munitions factory was being erected in a certain 


locality with a decoy factory nearby; the presence of 


the balloon barrage on the Clyde within a few hours 


of its arrival. This state of affairs was naturally 


extremely disturbing in relation to the security of 


the Fleet, the movements of which in Home ports might be 


reported to Germany with disastrous results. It was 


for this reason that the Admiralty had pressed for the 


application of full telephone and telegraph censorship 


between this country and Irelando He regretted the 


refusal of Lord Hankey's Committee to grant these full 


powers. Accepting that the full demands of the 


Admiralty could not be accorded, he was concerned to 
ensure that such modified arrangements as might be 


allowed would really result in stopping a leakage of 


information through Eire. He therefore hoped that we 


would strain every effort to make a reality of the 


more limited measures which were now proposed, and that 


these should be put into force with the least possible 


delay, viz:

(a) Listening-in to telephones. 


(b)	 The interception of illicit wireless. 

He asked that there should be a 

thorough and vigorous handling of 

this question in Eire, and that a 

high priority should be given to. 

whatever additional equipment and 

personnel might be required for 

this, not only in Ireland but also 

in this country. 
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(c)	 The routeing of telegrams from Eire 

through London. He trusted that 

the Secretary of State for 

Dominion Affairs w ould do his 

utmost to obtain this concession 

from the Government of Eire, 


1
reminding the  ar Cabinet that we 

had evidence that, had Italy come 

into the war against us, she had 

intended to make the Italian 

Legation in Dublin the headquarters 

of her espionage activities against 

Great Britain. 


(d)	 Wireless messages from neutral ships 

on leaving British ports. He would 

arrange that the Admiralty should 

examine this question. It might be 

possible to insist on our having 

the right to board neutral vessels 

after they had left these shores, 

as a condition of their being 

allowed to call at our ports. 


It could then be seen whether a thorough 


trial of thesfimeasures would produce any mitigation 


of the present situation, which was most unsatisfactory. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR said that 


he and the other Members of Lord Hankey's Committee 


had fully appreciated the seriousness and gravity 


of the situation as described by the First Lord, 


and it was in that spirit that they had examined the 


problem, and, after a very careful consideration of 


all the factors, had made the recommendations which they 


had. The steps which they proposed had been discussed 


with the First Lord, and the Committee understood that 


they had met with his concurrence. 


The Admiralty were, in fact, being given the 


measures for which they had asked - with one exception. 


This was that, instead of immediately imposing full 


censorship of telegraph and telephones, the Committee 


had decided that it would be preferable that a 
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preliminary trial should first be made of listening
in to telephones between this country and Ireland, 


If this failed to produce an improvement, it would 


remain possible to introduce full censorship at a 


later date if this were still considered desirable. 


The arguments which had weighed with the 


Committee against the extreme measure of complete 


censorship were:
(i)	 It was hoped that listening-in to 


telephones might prove a quick and 

easy method of enabling us to trace 

sources of leakage, which it might 

take us longer to discover by other 

me thods. 


(ii)	 Some, at least, of the examples of 

leakage showed that the Germans 

appeared to have a means of communication 

of such swiftness as to point to their 

use of short wave wireless. If this 

were the case, the suspension of normal 

telephone communication with Ireland 

would be an unnecessary step which 

would merely deny us the advantages 

which we hoped to derive from listening
in. 


(iii)	 Furthermore, this sudden step would be 

regarded by the Irish as cavalier 

behaviour on our part, and would, 

at a stroke, destroy the good relations 

and useful co-operation which now 

existed between the censorship authorities 

in England and Eire respectively. 


(iv)	 It would also unquestionably arouse 

the antagonism of the Press and of 

business interests in this country. 


It was these considerations which had led 


Lord Hankey's Committee to decide that, on balance, 


we should stand to lose more than we should gain by an 


immediate imposition of telephone and telegraph 


censorship. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that the impression 


he had gained from the account of the investigations 
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of Lord Hankey's Committee was that the means of 


illicit communication with. Germany were very much 


more numerous than he had at first supposed. In 


particular, it was clear that there might he sources 


of leakage much nearer home than Eire. This pointed 


to the necessity for pressing on with our efforts in 


all directions rather than directing them towards the 


stopping of any one particular channel. Personally, 


he would regret cutting off the telephones to Ireland 


before giving the present arrangements for listening-in 


a chance of exonerating Eire from the suspicion which at 


present fell on that country. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR DOMINION APPAIRS 


said he wished to make it quite clear that he regarded 


the security of the Fleet as being of paramount 


importance, and that he was therefore ready to take 


any steps^whieh the War Cabinet might consider necessary 


to safeguard this vital interest, irrespective 


of what hostility these might arouse in Eire, 


His hesitation to recommend the adoption of full censor
ship was due to his belief that the less drastic 


measures proposed by Lord Hankey's Committee^igM; be 


successful, and that they ought therefore to be given a . 

trial. Meanwhile, preliminary enquiries had led him 


to hope that the Government of Eire would agree to the 


proposals for the routeing of cablegrams through London. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY admitted the 


force of these arguments, and said that he would be 


willing to forego the complete censorship for which he 


had at first pressed, provided steps were taken to 


ensure that immediate and definite action was taken on 


the recommendations of Lord Hankey's Committee. 


Concurrently, the Admiralty would study what might be 

done to control wireless from neutral ships leaving this 


country. If vigorously pursued, these steps ought to 
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establish the guilt or innocence of Ireland one way or the 


others, which would be a great step forward. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that Lord 


Hankey's statement revealed a state of affairs which 


was very disturbing, and one which, unless remedied, 


might become even more serious once we found ourselves 


engaged in active air operations over this country. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL agreed. He attached 


particular importance to the investigation and analysis 


of both past and future records of all German broadcasts. 


THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that the various 


measures which had been agreed to by the War Cabinet in 


the course of the discussion should be made the subject 


of a further report to the Cabinet, and invited the 


Minister without Portfolio to keep his Committee in being 


as a centre which should watch progress in connection with 


all matters concerning the leakage of information. 


The War Cabinet agreed: 


(l)	 That the Secretary of State for War 

should arrange for the existing 

arrangements for listening-in to all 

telephone conversations between Great 

Britain and Eire to be extended 

forthwith to telephone conversations 

between Great Britain and Northern 

Ireland: 


(2)	 That the Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs should approach the High 

Commissioner for Eire with a view to all 

cable traffic ex Eire being routed through 

London where it should be scrutinised by 

the British Censorship authorities: 


(3)	 That the Secretary of State for War 

should arrange for the Illicit Wireless 

Interception Organisation to supply 

the necessary apparatus and personnel 

in Eire for the detection of possible 

short wave wireless transmitters in 

that country: 
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(4)	 That,on the evidence so far available, 

there was no justification for going \ 

beyond the statement that Eire might ' 

be presumed to be one of several 

sources of leakage of information to 

Germany. It was therefore undesirable 

at this stage to go to the length of 

imposing telephone and telegraph 

censorship on all traffic from Great 

Britain to the whole of Ireland on 

the lines of the censorship now 

imposed on traffic to Continental 

countries, and also the application 

of a rigorous control of passenger 

traffic, since this would result in 

the risk, not only of losing the 

useful co-operation which now existed 

between the censorship authorities 

in this country and Eire, but also of 

arousing considerable criticism and 

antagonism in this country: 


(5)	 If however the arrangements under 

(l) to (3) above failed to stop 

the present leakage of information 

of military dispositions in this 

country, consideration should be 

given to the further measures 

referred to in (4): 


(6)	 That the Admiralty should consider 

what steps could be taken to prevent 

the despatch of secret information 

by means of wireless from neutral 

ships on leaving ports in this country: 


(7)	 That the Secretary of State for War 

should arrange for the German broad
casts to be studied by the Security 

Service, in co-operation with the 

General Post Office and the Ministry 

of Information. All statements in 

those broadcasts which had any bearing 

on enemy espionage activities in this 

country should be transcribed and 

analysed. This analysis should cover 

past as well as future broadcasts: 


(8)	 That the Secretary of State for War 

should submit a Report on the 

suggestion that extensive prohibited 

areas should be created in localities 

where special importance was attached 

to keeping secret the presence or 

movements of Naval and/or Air Forces: 


(9)	 That a very high priority should be 

given to the manufacturing and manning 

requirements of the Illicit Wireless 

Interception Organisation: 






(10)	 To invite the Committee on the Leakage 

of Information, under the Chairmanship 

of the Minister without Portfolio, to 

collate reports on the action taken in 

accordance with the above conclusions, 

and to submit a Report to the War 

Cabinet. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 


2nd November, 1939. 
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Confidential Annex. 


THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER explained to 


the War Cabinet the agreement which had been reached 


with the French Government on the financial aspect 


of the plan for the destruction of the Roumanian 


oilfields. The basis of the plan was that we and 


the French should take equal shares in compensating 


the Roumanians for the damage to the oilfields and 


the consequent loss of revenue. In the last war 


we had promised compensation, but when the time had 


come, had. set off the amount due to the Roumanians 


against their War debt. This arrangement had naturally) 


aroused, some resentment on the part of the Roumanian 


G-ov eminent. The scheme now proposed was'that we 


should give the Rotimanians £1 million in sterling 


as preliminary expenses. If destruction of the 


oilfields took place, compensation would be fixed 


by a Mixed Commission — and, if agreement could not 


be reached, by some neutral body — and payment 


would be made in cash, half in francs by the French, 


and half in sterling by ourselves. On their part, j 


the Roumanian Government would undertake to carry ^ 


out the destruction of the oil wells, under plans 


already pre-arranged with them, whenever we considered 


that the time was ripe. 
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THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO explained to 


the War Cabinet that he and the Minister for Co
ordination of Defence, in the course of their 


examination of the wider problem of stopping oil 


supplies reaching Germany, had investigated the 


question of supplies from Roumania. He believed 


that the successful negotiations which the Chancellor 


of the Exchequer had just reported had a value which 


was by no means confined to their prospective and 


contingent importance. He had little doubt that they 


had prepared the way for results already achieved in 


checking the passage of oil to Germany. He recalled 


in this connection that M. Tilea, the Roumanian 


Minister, had recently informed the Secretary of 

-

State for Foreign Affairs that the Germans were not 
getting out of Roumania even the quantities of oil due 
under the German-Roumanian agreement, bec9.use the 
communications from Roumania to Germany were unsatis
factory. He and Lord Chatfield had received informa
tion from other sources which threw much light on the 
cause of these ba.d communications. All kinds of 
accidents had occurred to the pontoons where the oil 
was shipped, and to the Danube barges, in consequence 
of which the Germans were now endeavouring to get the 
oil away by rail to Orsova, near the Yugo-Slavia . 
frontier, where it could be put on board barges. 
But many of the railway ca.rs had already been taken 
up by the Allies and removed to the east of Roumania.. 
The railways were already being used to take oil all 
the way to Germany, and it seemed doubtful if this 
method of transit for transporting further oil 
supplies as far as Orsova would prove very satisfac
tory to the Germans. 


The War Cabinet took note of the 
lichmond Terrace, S.W.1, above statements. 
3rd November, 1939. 
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W.M. (39) 70th CONCLUSIONS, MINUTE 4. 


Confidential Annex. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR WAR informed 


the War Cabinet that the movement of further 


Divisions to Prance would be ready to begin in 


the middle of December. By the end of February, 


we would have ten Divisions in all in France. 


It was also proposed to send the Yeomanry 


Division, consisting of some 11,000 men, to the 


Middle East for training. They would not be fully 


equipped, but as they could not carry out training 


in England in the winter and they were not required 


in Prance, there was every advantage in sending them 


to the Middle East. They would be landed in Egypt 


in the first instance. 


The War Cabinet took note of the statement 

by the Secretary of State for War and 

approved the proposal that the Yeomanry 

Division should be sent to the Middle 

East. 
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I IMPLICATIONS 

OF A GERMAN 

INVASION OF 

HOLLAND. 


W.M. (59) 72nd CONCLUSIONS, MINUTE 5* 


Confidential Annex. 


The War Cabinet had under consideration a 


Report by the Chiefs of Staff Committee on the 


Military Implications of a German Invasion of Holland 


(W.P. (39) 108). 


THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF recapitulated the 


salient points of the Report, and added that, if it 


were approved Toy the War Cabinet, the Chiefs of Staff 


suggested that it should he communicated through the 


usual channels to the French. 


THE PRIME MINISTER asked whether, on the 


assumption that the Germans proposed to use Holland 


solely as a base for attack against this country, it 


would be possible and to their advantage that they 


should occupy Holland north of the Rhine only, and in 


so doing reassure Belgium that they had no designs 


against that country. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 


that such a move was possible. The defences in North 


Holland were based primarily upon a carefully-planned 


system of inundation, though it would take some time for 


the water to reach a sufficient height for the inundations 


to be effective. The inundations should be effective 


against an invasion by land forces, the movement of which 


in this area would be difficult at any time. On the 


other hand, the country south of the Rhine would present 


no obstacle to the advance of land forces. 


General Gamelin's plans, in the event of a 


German advance into Holland were to move forward, 


but only if invited by the Belgians, and then 






only if he could he certain of reaching one of three 


definite lines of advance - the Scheldt, the Dendre 


or the Antwerp line. 


The real danger, however, of an attack south 


of the Rhine lay in the occupation of the islands at the 


mouth of the Scheldt which the Germans could then use as a 


"base for air attack against this country. If we had to 


attack these islands after they had been occupied by 


Germany, this could only be done by a Naval operation. 


Possibly on this account no plan had been made by the 


French to deal with this contingency, which, however, 


deserved careful study. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR considered that 


the occupation of the Scheldt Islands would constitute 


a very serious menace in placing the German medium bombers 


and fighters within range of London. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY agreed. His 


information confirmed the view that the German plan was 


most likely to be to leave the Dutch "fortress" north of 


Antwerp alone, and to concentrate on the area between 


Rotterdam and Antwerp. If so, it would make it easier for 


them to carry out a mortal attack on this country. It was 


difficult to see what could be done to prevent a German 


occupation of this area. He therefore advocated that we 


ought to be prepared, if necessary, to retaliate immediately 


by attacking the Ruhr. Further, if Germany attacked 


Holland, it seemed probable that the Belgians would invite 


the French and ourselves to enter Belgium. It was clear , 


from what General Georges had said that every preparation 


for such a move had been made. General Georges had 


spoken highly of the eighteen Belgian Divisions which he 


considered were better material than some of the less 


well-equipped German Divisions. 






THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR AIR mentioned that 


we were experiencing great difficulty in persuading the 


French to agree to any move being made against the Ruhr. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL attached considerable 


importance to preparations being made by the Dutch to flood 


the aerodrome at Amsterdam if necessary. 


THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF explained 


that there were 19 aerodromes in Holland, well spread 


over the country. The occupation of northern Holland 


would not place the German short-range bombers, nor any 


of their fighters within effective reach of this country. 


Even from southern Holland such aircraft would only be 


able to operate against this country from a few aerodromes 


in the South-West. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 


that, in return for certain highly secret information which 


he (the Foreign Secretary) had confided to him, the Dutch 


Foreign -Minister had given him a very frank account of the 


Dutch view of German intentions against his country  Ho (the 
c


Dutcb Foreign Minister) had received similar warnings of 


an intended German invasion, but had been given a 


categorical assurance from Berlin that they were unfounded. 


This was strengthened by a report that the German Air 


Command were of the opinion that the operational 


advantages of gaining some 50 to 100 miles by the seizure 


of Dutch aerodromes would not begin to outweigh the 


political consequences which they would suffer from an 


invasion of Holland. Appreciating the temptation afforded 


by Amsterdam Aerodrome, however, the Dutch had taken the 


necessary steps to enable them to put it out of action 


at short notice if necessary., 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO said that this 


was consistent with the detailed plans which the Dutch had 






made for the destruction of their oil resources in 


the event of an attempted German occupation. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR quoted a secret 


report of the 1st November which had been received at 


the Air Ministry., The Dutch Army was said to have taken 


all possible precautions, such as the mining of bridges, 


preparations for inundation and the laying of tank traps 


and land mines, against the possibility of a German 


invasion.. Nevertheless, they regarded such attack as 


improbable on strategic and political grounds, and they 


attributed the presence of German troops opposite 


Holland to the fact that it was a suitable area for 


holding troops in reserve for employment on the Western 


Front, because it was near and had good communications. 


THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE 


pointed out that the Chiefs of Staff Report was based on 


the assumption that Belgitim would be neutral. He 


suggested thai consideration should be given to what 


action we might take .in co-operation with the French, if 


Holland were invaded by Germany and Belgium invited us to 


use her territory
c 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR suggested that 


the Foreign Office should press the Belgian Government to 


state what their attitude would be if Germany invaded Holland, His 

o w n view was that such a step would be a move on the 


part of the Germans which, on balance, would be to our 


advantage. It would shorten our distance from theRiohP; 


would seriously complicate Germany^ importation of food 


supplies, and would draw the moral stigma of the world 


upon her. Apiainst this, she would enjoy the single 


advantage of being able to operate her short-range 


bombers and fighters from a few aerodromes in Holland. 
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THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


felt that it would be preferable that the inquiry into 


Belgium's intentions should be made through the special 


military channels of which the War Office were now making 


use0 


The War Cabinet agreed: 


(l)	 To take note of the Report of the 

Chiefs of Staff on the Military 

Implications of a German Invasion 

of Holland (W.P. (39) 108): 


(2)	 To authorise the Chiefs of Staff to 

communicate the above Report to the 

French High Command through the usual 

channels % 


(3)	 That the Chiefs of Staff should 

consider the question of Franco-British 

action if Holland were invaded by 

Germany and Belgium invited us to use 

her territory, and submit a 

Report to the War Cabinet: 


(4)	 To invite the Secretary of State, 

for War to enquire through the 

channels of communication at his 

disposal what the attitude 

of Belgium would be in the event of an 

invasion of Holland by Germany, and to 

inform the Foreign Secretary of the 

results of his enquirieso 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 


6th An&m&t, 1939. 
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THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that Admiral 


Drax's Report had disclosed some rather disquieting 


facts, but he was most anxious not to hold an Inquiry 


at that stage to apportion the blame for any short
comings. There might, however, be criticism to face 


in Parliament when he made his Statement, and the War 


Cabinet might perhaps like time to study the Report 


beforehand.. His own view was that an Inquiry to 


establish responsibility was out of the question for 


the present. It would involve not only the Commander
in-Chief of the Home Fleet, but 8.1 so the Commander-in-


Chief of the Mediterranean Fleet, who had. acted, for 

the late First Sea Lord during his illness early that 


year. It could not be denied that the defences of 


Scapa Flow were inadequate. Those responsible were, 


however, in his opinion guilty of an error of judgment 


and not of neglect of duty, and he did not think that 


there was any ca.se at all for a court-martial; while 


any Inquiry of a. judicial nature would, involve bringing 


the officers responsible back from duty in order that 


they might have a chance of defending themselves. 


Any public Inquiry was, of course, out of the question, 


since it would disclose information of vital Importance 


to the enemy. 


In answer to a question by the Secretary of State 


for Air, the First Lord, said that the Senior Naval 


Officer in Scotland, had. reported the previous April 


that the defences of Scapa were inad.equa.te. In May, 


the Admiraltyhad replied to the effect that they were 


satisfied with the arrangements that had been made. 


http://ca.se
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In July, the Commander-in-Chief had again, drawn atten
tion to the state of the defences, and the Admiralty 


had then ordered additional blockships to close the 


entrances to the Plow. One of these blockships had 


been sunk in its appointed position, a second entrance 


had been closed by means of wires, but the blocks hip 

for a third entrance had only arrived after the ROYAL 


OAK had been sunk. 


THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that it might be asked 


why the Commander-in-Chief had not taken greater pre
cautions for the safety of the Fleet in Scapa in the 


absence of adequate means to block the entrances . 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY did not think it 


could be denied that the Commander-in-Chief and the 


Senior Naval Officer on the station had not taken 


adequate measures. But it must be remembered that 


they were fa.ced at every hour with many dangers from 


the enemy, and they probably felt no particular appre
hens ion of the danger of submarine attack. In this 


their judgment had since been proved to be at fault. 


There had, in fact, been sufficient drifters in Scapa 


at the time, which might have been impressed for this 


purpose and used to picket all the entrances, and 


their employment would have avoided the loss of the 


ROYAL OAK. In spite of all this, however, he felt 


sure that it would be wrong to permit the great 


diversion of effort which would be involved in a 


detailed Inquiry of a disciplinary nature. He proposed 


merely to inform the House of Commons that energetic 


steps were being taken to make good, the deficiencies 


in the defences of Seap8., and to ask Members to have 


confidence in the Board, of Admiralty, He might add 


that long immunity from attack had given the Fleet 


confidence in the security of the base, which events 


had shown to be unjustified. 


- 2 





THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE 


expressed grave concern that the Admiralty's arrange
ments for the security of this important base had 


broken down. He felt sure that the Commander-in-Chief 


of the Home Fleet and the Commander-in-Chief of the 


Mediterranean Fleet, who had been responsible at the 


Ad.mira.lty before the war, both felt very deeply a sense 


of responsibility for the loss of the ROYAL OAK. It 


was surely impossible to allow this matter to be passed 


over without any censure at all on these officers. 


He suggested, that it was for the Admiralty to make up 


their own minds as to where the fault lay and to inform 


the officers concerned accordingly. The First Lord 


would then be in a position to say that all the proper 


steps had been taken in the matter. In his opinion 


there would be a strong feeling in the Navy if no 


censure at all was passed on the officers responsible. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR thought it quite 


possible that the House of Commons would accept the 


explanation which the First Lord would make without
making any serious trouble. On the other hand, awkward 


questions might be asked, such as whether, before the 


war, any officer had represented the unsatisfactory 


state of the defences. For this reason he suggested 


that the First Lord might like the members of the War 


Cabinet to read Admiral Drax's Report-and form their 


own opinion upon it, so that they could be in a position 


to give him the support of their advice. 


THE FIRST LORD OP THE ADMIRALTY expressed himself 


confident that he would be able to satisfy the House 


of Commons with the Statement which he proposed to make. 


THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER thought that it 


would be better not to make any reference in the House 


of Commons to assigning responsibility for what had 


happened. He doubted whether any section of the House 


http://Ad.mira.lty




was out to make trouble on this matter. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL siipported this view. He 


thought it better that the Statement should be made 


on Wednesday, 8th November, as originally proposed; 


otherwise curiosity might be aroused as to why the 


Statement was being delayed. 


The War Cabinet agreed — 


(i) That the Statement by the First Lord of 

the Admiralty on the circumstances of 

the sinking of the ROYAL OAK should be 

made in the Hous e of Commons, as originally 

proposed, on Wednesday, 8th November: 


(ii) That no reference should be ms.de in this 

Statement to assigning responsibility for 

the loss of the ROYAL OAK: 


(iii) To defer a decision on the question whether 

any action should be taken in regard to 

assigning responsibility until the War 

Cabinet had had an opportunity of studying 

Admiral Drax's Report and the comments 

thereon of the Second and Fourth Sea Lords. 


Ri chmond T errace, S ,W .1, 

7th November, 1939. 
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THE AIR The War Cabinet had under consideration a ' 

STRENGTHS OF 

GREAT BRITAIN.:. Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Air on 

FRANCE AND 


GERMANY. "'he Air Strengths of Great Britain,, France and 


Germany (W.P. (39) 102), 

THE PRIME MINISTER referred to the report 


of a broadcast by the Minister of Supply, in which 


he was alleged to have said that, with the help of 


the United States, the Allies would be in a position 


to produce double the German output of aircraft., 


THa SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that 


he had never c ommitted himself to saying more than 


that the combined output of. English and French 


factories would"-cxtreedy^tha t of Germany* 

Continuing, he made the following points  2 

(i) There were indications that Germany was 

taking steps to intensify her aircraft 

production. Nevertheless, he, personally, 

was not prepared to accept the estimate 

that Germany's monthly output would reach 

2..400 machines in a year1 s time He put 

the present German rate of output at 

about 1,100 to 1,200, 


(ii) The main anxiety about production in 

this country concerned the possible 

withdrawal of some 20,000 skilled men 

for service with the Colours, He was 

discussing this matter with the Chairman 

of the Man-Power Committee,' who thought 

that, subject to the approval of the 

War Cabinet, arrangements could probably 

be made to prevent the withdrawal of 

"key" men without detriment to the 

interests of the War Office., This matter 

would, in due course, reach the War Office 

through the appropriate machinery. 
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(iii)  n  had taken steps to insist that 
H e


firms should increase the extent to 

which they were at present producing 

spares hy an amount equal in all1 cases 

to 10£ of their aircraft production 

and in the case of two firms hy the 

equivalent of 25%." 


(iv) In accordance with a policy laid down 

before the war, a change-over to the 


1
, ,  manufacture of new types of aircraft 

w J * - £ r s v r i t ^ g  - - wsaaisisHisste-place during the v^inter - a 

process which would inevitably create 
a certain delay in production. 

(v) The Nuffield factory would come into 

production of complete aircraft in March, 

1940. Meanwhile, it was engaged on the 

manufacture of wings for Spitfires. The 

new Glosters and Vickers factories would 

also come into production in the Spring. 


(vi) A comparison between the 4jMW- German 

fighter, the Messerschmitt 109, and our 

own fighters, the Hurricane and Spitfire, 

showed that the latter were faster, more 

heavily armed and more manoeuvrable at 

high speeds. 


(vii) The German doctrine of relying on 

evasion rather than gunfire for the 

protection of their bombers had 

resulted in their having failed to 

develop the power-operated gun-turret. 

In consequence, their bombers were 

unable to give each other mutual support 

under fire. The Heinkel 111, for example, 

had only one rear gun, and the J.U.88 
the prospective new German bomber 
suffered under exactly the same 

disabilities. By contrast, the 

Wellington 1A had two ventral guns and 

two tail guns - all of them power
operated. 


Proportion THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR questioned 

of heavy 


bombers. the wisdom of producing the heavy bombers of the 


Halifax and Manchester types in view' of their high 


cost, both in labour and money. Air parity 


with Germany could only be reached if the air 

needs of all three Services were taken into account. 
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, * manufacture of new types of aircraft 
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a certain delay in production. 

(v) The Wuffield factory would come into 

production of complete aircraft in March, 

1940. Meanwhile, it was engaged on the 

manufacture of wings for Spitfires. The 

new Glosters and Vickers factories would 

also come into production in the Spring. 


(vi) A comparison between the	 German 

fighter, the Messerschmitt 109, and our 

own fighters, the Hurricane and Spitfire, 

showed that the latter were faster, more 

heavily armed and more manoeuvrable at 

high speeds. 


(vii) The German doctrine of relying on 

evasion rather than gunfire for the 

protection of their bombers had 

resulted in their having failed to 

develop the power-operated gun-turret. 

In consequence, their bombers were 

unable to give each other mutual support 

under fire. The Heinkel 111, for example, 

had only one rear gun, and the J.U.88 
the prospective new German bomber 
suffered under exactly the same 

disabilities. By contrast, the 

Wellington 1A had two ventral guns and 

two tail guns - all of them power
operated. 


Proportion THE SECRETARY 0? STATE FOR WAR questioned 

of heavy 


bombers. the wisdom of producing the heavy bombers of the 


Halifax and Manchester types in view of their high 


cost, both in labour and money. Air parity 


with Germany could only be reached if the air 


needs of all three Services were taken into account. 






How could the air needs of the Army and the Navy 


he met so long as a very high proportion of our 


aircraft manufacturing capacity was employed in 


producing very heary bombers? 


THE SECRETARY OE STATE FOR AIR said that 


the new types of heavy bombers were being produced 


in conformity with the policy approved by the 


Governmento He referred to the Memorandum on 


"The Ideal Bomber". 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that, whilst 


he had been convinced by, and did not now dissent 


from the arguments in support of this policy, it 


was perhaps desirable to remember that this policy 


had assumed a long-term programme. In view of the 


possibility that the war might be short, it might 


be as well to review that policyo 


A discussion ensued as to whether our 


present aircraft programme was designed to produce 


the various types of aircraft in the right 


proportions. It was suggested that in time 


70 per cent, of the available capacity would be 


devoted to the production of the new heavy bombers., 


THE SECRETARY OF STATS FOR AIR agreed 


to examine the 70 per cento figure, but pointed 


out that the case for the heavy bomber rested on 


the most cogent arguments which had already been 


accepted by the War Cabinet,. This type of machine 


seemed the only method oi achieving parity 






Utilisation of 

aircraft manu
factured April-

September, 1939. 


with the Germans in terms of bomb-lift. Furthermore, 


recent air operations went to prove that, to be 


effective, an Air Force must be equipped with 


the most up-to-date and efficient machines. The 


heavy bomber belonged to this class, not only 


because of its speed and bomb-dropping capacity, 


but because of its formidable armament. Even so, 


the Air Ministry, in order to balance the programme, 


had dropped production of the largest machine 


contemplated in the heavy bomber programme, the 


Stirling, while continuing their plans for the 


Halifax and the Manchester. 


A discussion then followed on the 


utilisation of the new aircraft manufactured for 


the Royal Air Force during the previous six 


months. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR gave the 


f o l l ow ing d e t a i l s o f the A&aiim m MSm^n d isposal 

o f the a fFcra f t/afei ivered fbetween 174739 

and &0v9"s-&9*: 

Re-arming of squadrons at home. 767 

Reserves and wastage at home. ,162 

Formation of new squadrons and 


re-arming of squadrons overseas. 146. 

Reserves and wastage overseas. 155 

Training. 385 

Experimental purposes. 36 


2,651 


In addition 60 aircraft of operational 

types were sent to the Dominions and 

foreign countries during the same period." 
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with the Germans in terms of bomb-lift. Furthermore, 


recent air operations went to prove that, to be 


effective, an Air Force must be equipped with 


the most up-to-date and efficient machines. The 


heavy bomber belonged to this class, not only 


because of its speed and bomb-dropping capacity, 


but because of its formidable armament. Even so, 


the Air Ministry, in order to balance the programme, 


had dropped production of the largest machine 


contemplated in the heavy bomber programme, the 


Stirling, while continuing their plans for the 


Halifax and the Manchester. 


A discussion then followed on the 


utilisation of the new aircraft manufactured for 


the Royal Air Force during the previous six 


months. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR gave the 


following details of the disposal 


of the aircraft delivered between 1. 4. 39 

and 


of Squadrons at Home -

Wastage at Home, 

v
 

i - Forming of New^Squadrons abroad. 

Reserves at H-dine. 


I - Reserves and Wastage Overseas. 

] - Training-C 

5 -
 Experimental Flying. 


,In'addition, 146 new aircraft had been 


the Dominions and Foreign Countries 






THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF explained the 
basis on which the present allowances for wastage 
had been worked out before the war. These had been 
based on the experience of the Great War and had been 
calculated separately for each type. The figures 
were now being revised. While it would be premature 
to base wastage rates on the experience of the last 
two months, the Air Staff had reached the conclusion 
that the wastage rates on which they had previously 
worked assumed too high a level of sustained *4sfie^**w^ 
and they were therefore now being reduced. 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY was strongly 


of the opinion that the present allowance for wastage 


was too high. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL agreed, and considered 


that there were arguments for allotting more aircraft 


to the forming of new squadrons. 


Considerable discussion ensued on the 


contention of the Secretary of State for Air that the 


diversion of manufacturing capacity to provide the 


Army with the 250 First-Line aircraft for which they 


were asking by next Spring would rob the Bomber Air-


Striking Force of half its strength. It was stated 


that the present first line mobilisable strength of 


the Bomber Force was 500, and that the production of 


bombers during the next six months was expected to be 


1,600. Furthermore, the output of bombers during the 


past six months had amounted to 1,500. 


THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that the-


Secretary of State for Air should furnish the War 


Cabinet with a paper giving the details of, for example 






what had happened to the 1,500 Bombers produced during.the..̂  

last six months, and similarly what the Air Ministry 


proposed to do with the 1,600 which t ey hoped to 


receive during the next six months. It would be 


helpful if a "balance sheet" could be prepared on this 


basis, showing how the total aircraft production was 


utilised. This course was agreed to. 


Purchases of THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that he 

Aircraft from 

the U.S.A. was giving consideration to the possibility of buying 

and Italy. 


certain types of aircraft from the United States and 


Italy. He warned the War Cabinet, however, that 


compared with our own, the aircraft industry in the 


United States was small and/unaeveloped and that we must 


not therefore rely on being able to obtain other than 


very limited quantities of aircraft. 


THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER recollected 


that the Mission sent to America in 1958 had reported, 


first, that American machines were not very good and, 


secondly, that they were expensive. Remarking that 


the French had a smaller Air Force than ourselves, but 


more gold, he suggested that it would be more appropriate 


for them than for us to buy American aircraft. 


Continuing, THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR 


referred to the possibilities of purchase from Italy,' 


including, in particular, 600 Italian- twin-engined 


training aircraft at a cost of some £6 millions. The 


disadvantages of purchases from Italy were;, first, that 


it would probably be necessary for us to supply the raw 


materials required, and secondly, that the aircraft 


would be relatively more expensive than similar aircraft 


produced in Great Britain. On balance, he thought 


that it would be preferable to purchase in the United 


States than in Italy, but political considerations 


might intervene. 






The War Cabinet agreed:

(l) To take note of the Memorandum by the 

Secretary of State for Air (W.P. (39) 102). 


(2) To invite the Secretary of State for Air 

to submit the following further Papers to 

the War Cabinet:
(a) Beginning on the 1st January, 1940, 


quarterly statements giving particulars 

for the ensuing six months on the same 

lines as those given in W.P. (39) 102; 


(b) A statement showing what percentage of 

the total capacity of the aircraft industry 

would be devoted to the construction of 

the new heavy bombers (the Halifax and 

Manchester Classes) when these types were 

in full production: 


(c) Detailed analyses showing:
(i) The total production of aircraft 


of each main type (e.g., fighters, 

bombers, trainers, etc.) between the 

1st April, 1939, and the 1st October, 

1939, and the purposes to which the 

aircraft in each of these main types 

were put: 


(ii) A Similar statement in respect of 

the anticipated total production of 

aircraft between the 1st October, 1939, 

and the 1st March, 1.940: 


(iii) The statements in (i) and (ii) should 

show the use made of any aircraft 

displaced by the production of newer 

types during these periods. 


(3) To take note that the Secretary of State for Air 

was in communication with the Chairman of the 

Man Power Committee in regard to the effect 

on aircraft production of the demands for man 

power for military purposes. 


(4) To take note that the Secretary of State for 

Air had under consideration the question of 

purchases of aircraft from the United States 

of America and from Italy, and that he would 

submit his recommendations to the War Cabinet, 

after consultation with the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer and the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1., 


7th November, 1939. 
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SECURITY OP 

FLEET BASES. 


Soapa Plow and 

the Loss of the 

ROYAL OAK. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY informed the War 


Cabinet that, although it had been decided not to hold 

any Inquiry to apportion blame, he felt that the matter 

could not be allowed to drop without the observations 

of the Board of Admiralty being conveyed to the Officers 


concerned. This would be done in private. 

The Officers responsible were the Commander-in-


Chief, Home Fleet, the Senior Naval Officer in Scotland, 


and the Assistant Chief of Naval Staff. Examination of 

the Admiralty file had shown that when the Commander
in-Chief had decided to make Scapa his base, and. had 


written in to the Admiralty for the necessary measures 


to be taken, the matter had not been brought before the 

Board of Admiralty. The Ghief of Naval Staff at that 


time was ill, a change was taking place in the office 

of Deputy Chief of Naval Staff, and the matter had been 

dealt with by the Assistant Chief of Naval Staff, who 

in peace-time was not a Member of the Board of Admiralty. 


A reply had therefore been sent to the Commander-in-


Chief' s letter without ^"f^"^-P^J^^A i^c ppUoHnnc ) 


cidc of the £d".111a.1 tilty., The Senior Naval Officer at 
Scapa was at fault in not having taken action to 
impress patrol vessels, as a matter of urgency, in view 
of the gaps in the defences . 

The War Cabinet approved the proposed 

line of action. 


Richmond. Terrace, S.W.1, 


8th November, 1939, 
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THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF gave 


the War Cabinet an account of the visit which he and the 


Chief of the Air Staff had paid to General Gamelin. They 


had been received that morning by General Gamelin and 


General Georges, who both seemed very confident. They 


thought that some move on the part of the Germans was 


bound to take place very shortly, and expected that this 


would take the form of an invasion of Holland. During the 


visit, messages had been continually passing between the 


French and the Belgians. The French were trying to find 


out whether Belgium would call in the Allies if Holland 


were invaded, but nothing definite seemed to have been 


settled. 


If they were called in by Belgium, the French 


intended to hold the line of the Scheldt in any event. An 


advance to this position would mean, for the British 


Expeditionary Force, only a move of some five miles forward 


on the right and thirteen miles on the left. If time 


permitted, a more advanced position would be occupied on 


the line Givet-Namur-Wavre-River Dyle. Some 2,000 Belgians 


were believed to be at present at work on the twenty-mile 


stretch Givet-Namur, which represented the weak link in 


this line. In between these two main lines there was a 


possible intermediate position - the line of the Dendre 
but no work had been done on it. The French plan was for 


a methodical advance to one or other of these lines by 


mobile forces followed by the main bodies; but they would 


not move into Belgium unless they were invited by the 


Belgians. No difficulty was anticipated in reaching the 


line of the Scheldt-Escaut, but General Gamelin was 


determined not to fight an encounter battle, his intention 


beingto fight either on the Scheldt line or on the 


Namur-Wavre-Dyle line. ^ 






If the British Expeditionary Force advanced 


to the Scheldt, they would be occupying a line from 


Maulde to Oudenarde, the French continuing the line 


thence through Ghent to the s ea. ^ 0 n thi-g-1 ino , with 

the river in front of them as an obstacle, thoy* 


ld,LJ LSO-JJ-/ ff&ftW be in a better position than they were now. 


Their present line would be available behind them 


to give depth to the defence. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR inquired what 


the Belgians were doing to prepare these defensive 


lines. It seemed a most unsatisfactory position 


that we should have no definite information of their 


actions. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said that, 


as far as our information went, the Belgians were 


working hard on the sector between Wavre and Namur^ 


It was believed that they intended to fight on the 


line Givet-Namur-Liege and the Albert Canal. So far 


the French had held no Staff conversations with them. 


He saw no reason why the Germans should not be able 


to use their mechanised forces across country even as 


late in the year as this, as the ground had not yet 


been cut up by bombardment. 


Continuing, the Chief of the Imperial General 


Staff said that the possibility of seizing the 


islands at the mouth of the Scheldt had been raised! 


by General Gamelin as a new feature of his plans. The 


French had two motorised divisions ready to move off 


along the coast to the narrow strip of Dutch territory 


south of the West Scheldt, and hoped to be able to 


seize Walcheren and South Beveland, the islands in the 


mouth of the Scheldt, by detachments passed over either 


from the south bank, or from ports such as Ostend and 


Dunkirk, with a view to forestalling the seizing of 
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the islands by German parachute troops. It had been 


made clear to the French that British troops would 


not be provided for this operation, and General Gamelin 


had accepted this position. He had, however, expressed 


the "hope that we would later relieve the French troops 


in these islands * 

The Chief of the Imperial General Staff was 


doubtful as to the chances of the French reaching the 


Dutch territory on the south of the Scheldt estuary in 


time, though if they once got there, he thought they 


should be able to hold out in spite of air bombardment 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF doubted whether main
tenance of forces in this area would be possible under 


heavy air attack. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY pointed out that 


it would be equally difficult for the Germans to hold 


the mouth of the Scheldt in the face of air bombardment, 


if they succeeded in seizing it firs to 

Some further discussion ensued on this part of the 


French plan. It was pointed out that the possession 


of the mouth of the Scheldt would be of advantage, in 


that it would ensure access to Antwerp. On the other 


hand,' the enemy might seize the river higher up. In 


any event it would be desirable to encourage the Dutch 


themselves to hold the islands and the south bank, and 


to prevent occupation by the Germans, who might employ 


parachute troops. Flushing was a strong fortress which 


should be able to resist capture by mechanised forces, 


but the Dutch might prove half-hearted in its defence, 


unless they were given some support. It might be well 


worth while risking the loss of a comparatively small 


force to hold this important position, though admittedly 


its possession would be a convenience rather than a 


vital factor, since it would not automatically ensure 


the security of Antwerp * 






THE CHIEF uiT; THE i,IR STAFF said that the French 


would require from us naval cover for the sea transport of 


troops to Walcheren, and also anti-aircraft protection by 


an A.A, cruiser. Our air forces would be asked to protect 


the coast from Ostend to the Scheldt during the move. The 


French had also asked.us to consider landing a few troops 


from civil aircraft at the Flushing Aerodromeo He himself was 

not satisfied that it would be possible to operate troop
carrying aircraft on this small aerodrome. 


THE CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF said that the Royal 


Navy could provide the requisite cover, by submarine patrols 


and support from cruisers and destroyers. The possible 


line of approach of the German naval forces might also 


be mined. 


The discussion then turned on the subjeft of 


Staff conversations with Belgium. It was suggested on the 


one hand that the strongest pressure should be brought to 


bear on the Belgians forthwith to invite the Allies to 


concert plans with them and to give full information of 


their dispositions and intentions. This action might be 


supported by the immediate despatch of Sir Roger Keyes 


to interview King Leopold. We might act in this matter 


independently of the French. On the other hand, it was 


pointed out that the whole of the operations would be 


carried out under the orders of a French Commander and that 


therefore any action which we took should be in concert 


with the French. The French were already in touch with 


the Belgians, trough it was not known whether these 


consultations were between the military authorities only, 


or were being carried out through diplomatic channels. 






THE. MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO suggested that 


it was a matter for joint action with the French, 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 


pointed out, however, that there was no risk of running 


contrary to the French in the matter.. The Belgians 


had definitely asked the French whether they wished 


Belgium to remain neutral or to call on the French 


for helpc. The French had replied that they wished to 


he asked for help0 General Gamelin himself was quite 


certain that if Holland were invaded and the Belgians 


called in the French, Germany would immediately attack 


Belgium.;. There was little that we could do to help 


the Dutch, hut it was clearly to our advantage to go 


into Belgium^ 


After further discussion- the War Cabinet — 


Invited the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs to despatch an urgent telegram to 

His Majesty's Ambassador at Brussels 

instructing him to make immediate represen
tations to the Belgian Government in the 

following sense:
(i) The trend of recent events pointed 


to the possibility of an imminent 

attack by German forces on Holland 

or Belgium. In either event the 

resistance of Belgium and Holland 

should at once be supported by the 

forces of France and Great Britain. 


(ii) In order that such support, if 

requested, might be effective, it was 

most urgent that plans should be oov
certed now, without further delay, 

with the Belgian military authorities^ 

Delay might prove disastrous. 


(iii) We could not render the full aid which 

the Belgian Government might seek, and 

which the French Government and we 

should desire to give, unless plans 

were made immediately. 
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Air Policy. Discussion then turned to the action which 


should he taken by our Bomber Force if Germany invaded 


Holland. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF recalled that the 


War Cabinet had decided that, in certain circumstances, 


we should attack the Ruhr with our bomber forces. This 


information had been passed to the French, and the 


matter had been discussed at the meeting with General 


Gamelin that morning. It was quite clear that the 


French were uncompromisingly opposed to an attack on 


factories, unless the Germans initiated such attacks. 


They held the view that air attack on the Ruhr would 


not prevent the Germans from over-running the Low 


Countries; that such an attack would not be decisive; 


and, finally, that in return the Germans would attack 


the British and French air factories. The French were 


particularly nervous of any attack on their fighter 


production, which was concentrated in a very small 


number of factories. The French were not to be shaken 


from this view, and he suggested that the Chiefs of 


Staff might review the problem once more, in the light 


of the French point of view. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that he was quite 


unable to accept the French point of view. The moment 


at which the German Army started to advance into the 


Netherlands was the psychological moment to launch an 


attack on the Ruhr. The German Air Force was only just 


recovering from the operations in Poland; there would 


be no depth of defences to the Westward of the Ruhr and 


the district itself would be full of advancing German 


troops and supply columns. Such an opportunity to 


strike a really heavy blow might never recur. 






j (j 


THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF said that the problem 


had been -under discussion by the Chiefs of Staff 


Sub-Committee earlier that day? They had agreed that, 


while the French did not look upon a German advance 


into Holland as a vital matter, it was for Britain 


a matter of the gravest concern to prevent the Germans 


from occupying a position from which their medium 


bombers could operate, with fighter escorts, against 


this country. They therefore felt that all possible 


steps should be taken to slow up the German advance. 


The role of our medium bombers was clear, namely to 


operate against the German Army. Our heavy bomber force 


could be used, either against the German Army or against 


the Ruhr, the objective being the same in each case, to 


slow up the German advance. It would, however, be 


a misuse of our heavy bombers to employ them against 


troops, roads or railways; their proper objective, 


therefore, was clearly the Ruhr. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that the 


French agreed that we should not use our heavy bomber 


force against the German Army, but they held to the 


view that we should conserve our forces for action 


in the Spring. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that he 


agreed with the views of the Chiefs of Staff, that the 


moment Germany invaded the Netherlands we should bomb 


the Ruhr. He thought that such an attack would have a 


great effect on the morale of the German people. A 


German invasion of the Netherlands, after the solemn 


assurances given ty the German Government, would be the 


most profound shock to moral opinion throughout the 


K
 In the absence of the C.A.S. and C.I.G0S., fjvi' 

Franco j %vis tieeting rhad-been attended by. thed 

D.C,A,;J, a: .1 D.C.I.G.S. 






world, and, from the moral point of view, we would he 


ampiy justified in attacking the Ruhr if Germany 


invaded Holland and Belgium. 


It could perhaps be argued that if we attacked 


the Ruhr, our bomber force might be so reduced that it 


would no longer be a deterrent to a German attack on 


this country,, Moreover, it was probably true to say 


that our position, from the point of view of the 


fighter force, would be stronger by the Spring of next 


year. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL observed that, from the 


recent comparative figures of aircraft production, 


it appeared that, if anything, we should be worse off 


in the Spring. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO emphasised the 


valuable results to be obtained from an attack on 


Germany's oil supplies. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF pointed out that, 
in the case of the Ruhr, we should be attacking 
gjjaa^fcy. military objectives., and although civilian 
casualties were inevitable, such bombardment was 
covered by the draft Hague Convention. Attack on 
oil installations,^&&^fcfe!^waAfa^3?^^ 

civilian losses, and, in addition, it would be necessary 


for our aircraft to penetrate into the heart of Germany 


to attack the main Installations. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


suggested that before reaching a decision, the War 


Cabinet should give due weight to the possible effect 


of such action on neutral opinion. 


THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF said that the moral 


aspect had been considered by the Chiefs of Staff, who 


wished to point out that the bombing of factories had 


taken place in Poland. If we did not seize 


upon the moment when worldi indignation would 
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have heen aroused hy the German invasion of Holland or Belgium, 


we might find ourselves morally headed off from ever attacking 


-the German factories. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF reminded the War Cabinet 


that they had agreed that an attack on the factories in the 


Ruhr could not be carried out without the approval of the War 


Cabinet, and that the conditions which had been laid down as 


justifying such an attack had included:
(Previous 
Reference:iff.M.(39)47th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 4. ) 

 (l) A German violation of Belgian neutrality.tfu*'V* 
(2) Â -aJ*tâ ete--Qjâ e44fa)aĝ F r an c e or ourselves, wki-eh-

e^tej-^e^jfee^ibattlo ' EOJHSU 
It was not clear how the se-e-ê td point could be established 

without appreciable delay, which might be fatal to the success 


of any attack on the Ruhr. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR suggested that the 


decision which the Cabinet had taken should be amended, and 


that invasion of the Netherlands by the Germans should be 


considered sufficient reason for ordering an attack on the Ruhr. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY thought that we should 


press our views in the strongest possible manner on the French. 


If, however, they refused to alter their point of view, he felt 


that we ought to be prepared in the end to defer to their 


opinion. It must be remembered that we had agreed that the 


French should be in command on the Western Front, and that the 


French Army would have to bear the brunt of the fighting. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR agreed that we ought 


not to insist on attacking the Ruhr if the French would not 


agree. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL was reluctant to accept this 


condition. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said that 


General Gamelin believed in his heart that the Allies would be 


more successful in a long war than in a short one, and that it 


was for this reason that he was unwilling to sanction a step 


which might lead to both sides throwing all their weight into 


the scales in an attempt to reach an early decision. 
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR considered 


that we should not imperil the whole of our bomber 


f o 3?ce by concentrating the maximum number of bombers 


available on the Ruhr. He favoured making a limited 


attack on the Ruhr, but in sufficient force to ensure 


striking a heavy blow at Germany's centre of industry. 


It might be a sound policy to make an attack, at the 


same time, on Germany's oil resources. This was a 


policy which General Gamelin also favoured. He 


(General Gamelin) ?/as known to be disinclined to 


stake everything at one fell blow. It was not 


improbable that Hitler would be forced to make a 


gambler^ throw within the next few months. Should 


we, therefore, not be playing into his hands if we 


were to decide to put the whole of our bomber force on 


to the Ruhr on the chance of scoring a spectacular 


and resounding success? 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that if we 
attacked German oil resources, we should suffer heavy 
casualties owing to the deeper penetration into 
Germany which these operations would entail. As a 
rough estimate, we might employ about 150 bombers 
against the Ruhr spread over a period of -yar-e-e days. 
This force would attack targets which had already been 
carefully pin pointed. The casualties wouldbehigh - up 
to possibly 50% of the attacking force - but it was 
confidently anticipated that we dhould strike a heav
blow at the Ruhr industrial area. It was important 
to describe this operation as "an attack on important 
military objectives in the Ruhr are&H, rather than as "an 
attack on the Ruhr". 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


suggested that an announcement should be made in the 


newspapers that if Germany invaded Holland or Belgium , 

jv?td ours u vet r* 
we should, attack'military objectives in the Ruhr. 






r n 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY did not 


favour this proposal, as we should then lose the great 


advantage of surprise. He enquired whether our aircraft 


were qualitatively better than the Germans. 


THE CHIEF OF THE A I R STAFF said that the 


experience of air fighting was so far mainly confined to 


combat between fighters and bombers, and the results 


hitherto had shown that fighters had a marked advantage. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR suggested that 


there was much to be said for the argument that, owing 


to our relative inferiority in numbers at the present 


time, it would suit our book for Germany to attack this 


country and for us to take heavy toll - as we undoubtedly 


should - each time a raid occurred, rather than for us 


to launch a heavy attack on Germany. By this means we 


might gradually reduce the gap between the strengths 


of the two air forces and at the same time keep our own 


bomber force in being. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY demurred. If 


we allowed the Germans to occupy both Holland and Belgium
they would be in a far better position to attack our 


great centres of industry. The Germans would, moreover, 


be able to build up a heavier scale of defence for the 


Ruhr area. Germany's object in going into the Low 


Countries would be to make it easier to attack Great 


Britain, and we ought, therefore, to throw in everything 


we had to prevent this. With regard, to the number of 


aircraft to be used for attacking the Ruhr area, 150 seemed 


to be on the low side. Supposing 200 were employed, the 


loss of even 50?O would be trivial compared with the great 


advantages that Germany would gain if we allowed her to 


establish herself in Holland or Belgium.. If it was 


found,after the first day of delivering attacks on the 


Ruhr, that the losses were even heavier than anticipated, 


due possibly to some unforeseen methods of defence, the 


project could be abandoned. 
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THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR said that the 


question under discussion was a vital one, and. for 

this reason it seemed only right that the War Cabinet, 


before taking a decision, should know more about the 


actual plan envisaged for attacking the Ruhr area, 


e.g , the numbers of aircraft to be. employed, the losses 
e
 

which it was anticipated we should sustain, and the 


results whi ch w e hope dto a chi ev e . 

After some discussion THE CHANCELLOR OP THE 


EXCHEQUER said that the main results to be expected, 


by attacking the Ruhr were, first, a formidable 


measure of destruction of Germany's heavy industry, 


and, secondly, an effect on the morale of the German 


Army and. people. On the first point, atreasonably 


accurate assessment could probably be made. On the 


second, however, a forecast was more problematical. 


The attack might either stiffen the morale of the 


German Army and people, or weaken it. It was 


certainly true that an attack on the Ruhr would invite 


retaliation on this country.. One of the strongest 


arguments, however, in favour of vigorous action on 


our part was that Germany would be in a far better 


position to intensify and press home her attacks 


us if she had. first become established, in the Low 


Countries. While this was not a matter which called 


for a hard and. fast decision that evening, more 


especially in the absence of the Prime Minister, it
seemed, that, on balance, the consensus of opinion was 


in favour of taking vigorous action immediately 


Germany violated, the Low Countries. It was not clear, 


however, that, so far, we had. the French with us on 


this question, and it was clearly essential to discuss 


the matter with them, at an early date. 
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The War Cabinet agreed as follows :-


To report to the Prime Minister that 

the. War Cabinet felt strongly the 

weight of argument in favour of 

retaliating against a German invasion 

"oSjfenM-m^-ov Bolgi-wei by an immediate 

and heavy air attack on military 

objectives in the Ruhr. The French 

military authorities were at present 

opposed to this strategy, and if the 

War Cabinet finally decided to favour 

this policy, the matter ought to be 

brought before the Supreme War Coun cil 

at an early dat e. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.lo, 


' 9-th November, 1939, 
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* * * 

THE NETHERLANDS THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR said that, during 
AND' BELGIUM. 

the discussion which had taken place at the War Cabinet 
the evening "before, reference had been made to the line 
Givet-Namur-Wavre-River Dyle, and it had been thought 
that- the Belgians were working hard on the sector 
between Wavre and Namur. A report had, however, been 
received from the British Military Attache^ in Brussels, 
in which he said that he had not been able to make any 
progress in military discussions with General 
Overstraeten. He had, however, been able to establish 
the fact that no defences had yet been made on the line! 
Namur-Wavre. He had motored across this line, and he 1 

thought that the absence of defences had probably been i 

responsible for the Belgian reluctance to allow him to 1 

visit it previously. He had noticed that the steel 
anti-tank obstacle which existed on the line Hal-Ninove(l 
and which formed part of the defences of. Brussels 
against attack from the West, was now being taken up 
and removed. He thought it probable that this obstacle 1 

was being re-erected on the Namur-Wavre line. He had p 

carried out a reconnaissance of the line of the Dendre.! 
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 

that he had now been able to obtain copies of the 
messages which had passed between the French and the 
Belgians, and to which reference had been made during p 
the discussion the evening before. He was able to 
confirm that these messages had been conveyed through I 

diplomatic channels, and that M. Spaak had asked the 

French what action they would wish Belgium to take 
in the event of a German invasion of Holland. 





The French had replied that they would prefer Belgium 


to intervene and to ask for Allied assistance, rather 


than remain neutral. The Belgians had also proposed 


the sending of a "technician" to hold consultations 


with the French. By this he presumed they meant a 


Staff Officer who could discuss military matters. 


The War Cabinet took note of the 

above statements. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1, 


10th November, 1939. 










MOST SECRET. 


W.M.	 (59) 79th Conclusions. Minute 8. 
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J?HE NETHERLANDS THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO gave the 
Q  N D BELGIUM. 

War Cabinet the following account of the progress 
Measures to be 
taken in the which had been made in the preparation of measures 
event of an 

t o e  i n
invasion by  "  taken  the event of an invasion of Belgium 

Germany. 


and Holland by Germany. 

(i)	 A short "War Book" had been drawn up 


defining and assigning the responsibility 

for the action required of Departments. 


(ii)	 The Foreign Office had on the 1st 

November communicated a summary of 

the measures to our Ambassador at 

Brussels and our Minister at The 

Hague, with a letter explaining to 

them exactly what their responsibilities 

were. 


(iii)	 The Naval arrangements for sending 

destroyers to Dutch ports and to 

Antwerp, and the Military arrangements 

for sending Demolition Detachments 

in those destroyers had been tuned up 

and co-ordinated. The military party 

was ready to move at twelve hours' 

notice, and the Destroyers at twenty
four hours' notice. The Naval 

Captains who would be in charge of 

this work had visited the ports at 

which they would have to operate. 


In reply to an enquiry by Lord Hankey, 


THE CHIEF OP NAVAL STAFF said that the Destroyers 


concerned were now standing-by and could be definitely 


counted upon to be available when the time came. 


(iv)	 A summary of the plan, excepting 

only the arrangements with regard 

to gold, had been communicated to 

the French Military Authorities. 


Excellent work in a: general and informal 


way had been carried out by our Service and 


Diplomatic Attaches, whose reports tended to show 


that both the Dutch and Belgian authorities were 


taking the question of demolitions very seriously. 






Gold and Sir Robert Glive had confirmed that the 

Securities. 


question of gold reserves and negotiable securities 


in Belgium had already engaged the attention of the 


Governors of the National Bank and the SocieW 

J jGenerale. 


Prom the Netherlands Sir Nevile Bland had 


confirmed, on the authority of the Director-General 


of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, that two-thirds 


of the Dutch gold reserve was at present in the United 


States of America and South Africa; and that the 


Head of the Dutch National Bank was fully alive to 


the importance of moving what was left. 


Oil. The Netherlands. 


Information had been received from M. Kestler, 


a leading man in the oil industry in the Netherlands, 


that the Dutch military authorities had made the 


necessary plans for the complete destruction of all 


stocks of oil, and that they were satisfied that this 


could be done in a matter of twelve hours.. 


Concurrently, it was intended that the tankers should 


be got away; and if this proved impossible they were 


to be destroyed. 


Belgium. 


We had reliable information that the 


Belgian Government had made similar plans. Our 


Naval Attache reported that arrangements were in 


hand to destroy all stocks of fuel and other stores 


at Antwerp; and our Military Attache', with whom 


Lord Hankey had discussed the matter personally, 


was of the opinion that the Belgian Military 


Authorities were fully aware of the importance of 






preventing valuable stocks from falling into the hands 


of the enemy. 


In Belgium, the stock of nickel had 


already been reduced to a minimum. Our Ambassador 


had reported that it was intended to maintain copper 


stocks at their present level, namely, 30,000 to 


40,000 tons, but the Ministry of Economic Warfare were 


taking steps to see whether these could not be further 


reduced. 


Belgium. 


The Naval Attache had reported that plans 


were in existence for the speedy evacuation of all 


shipping from the port of Antwerp, which would be 


routed to French or British ports, with the exception 


of a certain number of ships which would be sunk in 


the approaches to the port. Preparations had been 


made for increasing the traffic to other Belgian 


ports, such as Ghent, Bruges, Zeebrugge and Ostend, if 


Antwerp were put out of action; but in the last resort 


these ports, also, would be put out of action by the 


destruction of lock gates in the entrances to the 


Canal, and by the sinking of ships and barges in 


suitable positions in the harbours. Our Naval 


Attache' had gained the impression that the whole 


matter had been very carefully considered by the 


Belgian Authorities. The only difficulty concerned 


the removal of the canal barges, nd this was under 
a
 

examination. 


The Netherlands. 


The Dutch shipowners were alive to the 


importance of getting their ships away and had been 






fcrangements. 


in communication with the Ministryof Shipping. 


Our Air Attache had reported that the 


Belgian Air Staff had considered plans for the 


destruction of their air materiel and aerodromes. 


As mentioned by the Secretary of State for War earlier 


in the meeting, the Dutch were already putting their 


plans into operation by ploughing up their aerodromes 


in East Holland. 


Summarising the position Lord Hankey said 


that it would be seen that the most important changes, 


since he had last reported to the War Cabinet were 


as follows:
(i)	 A tuning-up of the readiness 


and completion of our own 

arrangements. 


(ii)	 The receipt of information 

indicating that the Dutch, 

and especially the Belgian 

arrangements, were probably 

more complete than we had 

anticipated. 


This evidence of greater preparedness on 


the part of the Netherlands and Belgium would not, 


however, in his opinion, justify any alteration dh 


our plans. It was impossible to foresee how 


people would react to the emergency of a sudden 


invasion, and therefore to know whether, in the 


turmoil of a "Blitzkrieg", the Dutch and Belgians 


would carry out their plans in whole or in part, or 


whether they would fail to do so. Our own course 


was clear, namely, to make all such preparations 


as we could, and this, he was satisfied, we had 


done. Our plans had been laid on the assumption 


that the Belgian and Dutch Authorities would take 






all necessary action themselves, and he (the Minister 


without Portfolio) considered that we ought to 


continue to he in a position to supplement their 


action or, in the last resort, to act for them. This 


applied to our plans for sending blockships to 


Zeehrugge and Ostend to co-operate in blocking those 


ports, as well as those for dealing with Antwerp and 


the Dutch ports. Moreover, Sir Robert Olive and Sir 


Nevile Bland had now been given precise instructions 


as to the steps which they should take in an emergency, 


including, in particular, the arrangements to secure 


the s;afê  arrival and the reception of the British 


Forces by the Belgian and Dutch Authorities. It 


would be their duty, on obtaining the consent of the 


Governments concerned forthwith to notify the Foreign 


Office, who, in turn, would inform the Service 


Departments to enable these to put their plans into 


immediate operation. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL suggested that further 


information should be obtained about the rapidity with 


which the inundations could be effected, in view 


of the reports that these could be outstripped by 


the advance of mechanised columns. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR agreed 


to obtain this information from the Military Attaches. 


THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE 


mentioned that the level of the water in the canals 


was at present being kept high" but that no sluices 


had yet been opened. 






THE HOME SECRETARY raised the question 


of the possibility that the ships leaving Holland 


and Belgium would, if their departure were delayed, 


almost certainly he filled with refugees. In this 


event special provision for their reception in 


this country would have to he made with port and local 


authorities. 


In the discussion which ensued it was 


agreed that no definite plan could he made but 


that the Home Secretary should examine the question 


with a view to making such preliminary preparations 


as he could. 


The War Cabinet took note of the above 

statements. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I., 


12th November, 1939. 
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* * * 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 


that a further development had taken place since the 


previous evening in regard to the prospect of Belgian-


French Staff Conversations. In Telegram No. 392, 

received by telephone that morning from His Majesty's 


Ambassador, Paris, Sir Ronald Campbell reported that 


he had been informed by M. Champetier de Ribes that 


since Thursday, 9th November, 1939, when the French 


Government had received an urgent appeal from the 


Belgian Government, the latter had again turned shy. 


The Belgian Military Attache' in Paris had made no 


attempt to get in touch with General Gamelin, and in 


the circumstances the French Government had not sent 


a French General to Brussels, which (as reported in 


Telegram No. 391, dated 10th November, 1939, from His 


Ma,jesty's Ambassador, Paris) they had previously decided 


to do. The French Government could now only suppose 


that the Belgian Government felt that the threat of 


attack by Germany had diminished in intensity. They 


were evidently somewhat exasperated by this shilly
shallying, and feared that, when the threat materialised 


and the Belgian Government ma.de up their mind to appeal 


for help, there would no longer be time for French 


troops to take up the positions which it was essential 


they should reach before the German Army could frus
trate them. Three elea-r days were required for this 


purpose, and if this period was not available, the 


French General Staff would, Sir Ronald Campbell 


gathered, be averse from any ma.jor operations on 


Belgian territory. 
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In the discussion which followed, the view was 


generally expressed that it was prohably King Leopold 


himself who was holding back his Cabinet from permit
ting Staff Conversations being started with the 


French; and it was suggested that it would be of 


great value at this juncture if arrangements could be 


made for Admiral of the Fleet Sir Roger Keyes to pay 


a further visit to Queen Elizabeth of the Belgians. 


If this visit was to take place, it was essential 


that it should be made with the utmost secrecy, and 


that it should be ascertained in advance whether it 


would be agreeable to Queen Elizabeth. It would be 


necessary also that it should, be clearly understood 


in the Royal Palace that this was a purely priva-te 


visit by Sir Roger Keyes, and that he was not acting 


under instructions in any way. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said, that he had that 


morning received from the Belgian Air Attache an 


urgent request from the Belgian Chief of the Air 


Staff for the despatch of aircraft (but not pilots) 


to Belgium. 


The War Ca.bi.net agreed — 


That the First Lord of the Admiralty 

should see Sir Roger Keyes and arrange, 

if possible, for him to pay a private 

visit to Queen Elizabeth of the Belgians 

in the manner suggested above. 


Ri chmond T erra ce, S .W .1, 

11th November, 1939. 
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* * * 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


gave the War Cabinet particulars regarding the possi
ble development of German policy received from two 


highly secret sources. The first of these reports 


which was da-ted 8th November, was considered 


particularly reliable, coming from a Party Officer 


in close touch with Herr Hitler's entourage. 


According to this report, Herr Hitler's fear of 


assassination had greatly increased in recent times, 


and he had spoken of this danger before the recent
bomb explosion. This fear had added greatly to 


Herr Hitler's desire to strike at us, and it was 


believed that he was planning a large-scale air 


attack both on this country and also upon the Fleet, 


and in particular upon our Capital Ships . It was 


believed that a German diving bomber would prove 


very effective if it were used without regard to the 


lives of the pilots. The same report stated that 


Herr Hitler was planning a Continental blockade of 


this country and had in mind certain action also in 


the Middle East. 


The second report, which only carried the 


position up to the 5th November, and which had. also 


come from Germany, drew a picture of divided counsels 


in Berlin. The atmosphere was said to be one of 


desperation, no way out of the present difficulties 


being seen. Conferences were held daily. At an 


early stage of these discussions the Nazi Party had 


urged. Herr Hitler to launch an attack upon Prance 


by way of Switzerland. The German Army had demurred 






to this proposal, and had insisted that if an attach 


were made it must be made on both flanks; and in 


this attitude they had been supported by Marshal 


Goering. Herr Hitler was strongly opposed to the 


German Army remaining inactive in the West while 


recent German acquisitions in "the East were being 


consolidated. He was filled with vindictive and 


violent rage against England, and for this purpose 


desired a German attack upon the Netherlands. The 


German Naval and Military High Commands were opposed 


to such a step, but had agreed to make certain 


preliminary dispositions. This plan had, however, 


the support of the Nazi Party, but was opposed by 


Marshal Goering. It was believed, however, that if 


it were decided upon, the latter would be unlikely to 


raise further opposition. Of the three possible 


courses of action, the first (an attack on France 


through Switzerland) had been ruled out; the second, 


for an attack on France at each end of the line, was 


still under consideration. The proposal for the 


occupation of the Netherlands for the purpose of 


launching an all-out attack upon England, including 


possibly a landing, was also under consideration, and 


was being strongly urged by Herr von Ribbentrop and 


Herr Hiiamler. At the date of the report (5th November, 


1939) Herr Hitler was himself still undecided. 


The War Cabinet took note of the 

above statement. 


Richmond Terrace, S .W.1, 

11th November, 1939. 
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The War Cabinet had before them telegram 


No.185 from Brussels, giving an account of an inter
view between General van OverstraeteBk and the 


British Military Attache. Prom this telegram, it 


was evident that the Belgians were reluctant to 


enter into frank Military Conversations with the 


French and ourselves together, and preferred to 


continue discussions between the Belgian Military 


Attache in Paris and General Gamelin, and between 


General van Overstraetesfi and the British Military 


Attache in Brussels. 


THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF informed the War 


Cabinet that Sir Roger Keyes was crossing to Prance, 


and would be at Headquarters, British Expeditionary 


Force, at 3 o'clock that day. There he would meet 


the British Military Attache at Brussels. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR emphasised 


the importance of ensuring that the discussions in 


Paris and in Brussels should proceed on identical 


lines. The British Military Attache could only say 


that the help which the British would give would be 


in accordance with the French plan. The British 


Expeditionary Force was under the command of General 


Georges, and Lord Gort could therefore make no 


separate plan to assist the Belgians. This had been 


made clear to the British Ambassador in Brussels in 


telegram No. 142, which was sent off late the 


previous night. We should no doubt obtain,through 


our Mission, information of what General Gamelin 


had said to the Belgian Military Attache. There 






did not appear to be anything more we could do, 


until the results of Sir Roger Keyes' visit to 


Belgium were known. 


The War Cabinet took note of this 

information, and agreed that, 

for the moment, no further action 

could usefully be taken. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 


12th November, 1939. 
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THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR WAR said that the 
Belgian Military Attache' to Prance had met General 
Gamelin on the previous day. General Gamelin had 
given him the general outline of the French plans 
and had told him that the Allied Army was prepared 
to advance into Belgium immediately if the Belgians 
ashed for assistance, and would advance methodically 
to the selected defence lines. It was General 
Gamelin'3 intention to fight a decisive action on 
ground of his own choosing; he would avoid an 
encounter battle. The Belgians appeared to be 
extremely satisfied with the information which had 
been given to them. General Gamelin had been 
informed that the Belgians thought that they could 
hold out on the Albert Canal for a week. ' 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that 


Sir Roger Keyes had gone to France on the previous 


day and had been present at Lord Gort's headquarters 


at a meeting between the Commander-in-Chief and our 


Military Attache to Belgium. Lord Gort had not
given the Military Attache'' details of any of our 


plans for assisting Belgium, which, he had said, were 


in the hands of General Gamelin. Sir Roger Keyes had 


been given a free hand, and he was now in Belgium. 


He (Sir Rober Keyes) had told the First Lord that the 


King of the Belgians appeared to be apprehensive that 


if the French now occupied Liege they would refuse 


to give it up at the end of the war. Sir Roger 


Keys had endeavoured to explain that any such fears 


were fantastic. 






Later in the Meeting THE SECRETARY OH STATE FOR 


FOREIGN AFFAIRS said that he had received a telegram 


(No.187, by telephone, dated 13th November, 1939) 


from His Majesty's Ambassador, Brussels, reporting 


that Admiral of the Fleet Sir Roger Keyes had arrived 


in Brussels after having the previous afternoon 


visited Lord Gort's Headquarters, where he had been 


informed that the entire responsibility for helping 


Belgium rested on General Georges. General van 


Overstraeten had particularly asked the British 


Military Attache to inform him what support we could 


bring to the defence of the Albert Canal within 48 


hours, and what further support would be available 


within the first four days. In view, however, of the 


subordination of British Headquarters to the French 


High Command, Lord Gort had declined to authorise the 


British Military Attache to give any undertaking at 


all. In these circumstances, the task of Sir Roger 


Keyes was extremely delicate, since it was impossible 


for him to give King Leopold the assurance that His 


Majesty wa.s hoping to obtain. Sir Roger Keyes would, 


however, try to make His Majesty realise the immense 


importance which His Majesty's Government attached to 


Belgium1 s deciding that a German attack on the 


Netherlands would constitute a casus belli for their 


own country. Sir jjOTilo--Djrand added that an assurance 


that His Majesty could count on immediate and adequate 


Anglo-French support might well turn the scale. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said that 


from the military point of view the difficulty was 


that General van Overstraeten was constantly.asking 


what assistance we could render in certain circumstances, 


O 
while at the sane time refusing to furnish particulars 






regarding his plans, the disposal of his troops, and 


the length of time which he estimated he would be able 


to hold selected positions, though it was impossible 


for us to answer his questions in the absence of this 


information. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR thought it most 


important that Sir Rob or Keyes should realise fully 


both the present position and the difficulties created 


for us by the Belgian attitude. He proposed, after the 


Meeting of the War Cabinet, to prepare a further message 


for transmission to Sir Roger Keyes. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 


that he would be glad to instruct His Majesty's Ambassa
:'..oi\ Brussels, to communicate to Sir Roger Keyes the 


message which the Secretary of State foi "Var desired 


to s end him 0 


The War Cabinet took note of the 

above discussion. 


Ri chmonci T err a ce, S .W. 1, 

13th November, 1939 . 
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Riehmonrl Terrace, S .W. 1 

13th November, 1939 
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THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE 


said that the problems raised by the Chiefs of Stcff 


related to the method of employment of the part OJ. che 


Air Striking Force which was equipped with heavy bombers 


of great striking power, in three different sets of 


circumstances:
(a) An invasion by Germany of Belgium, 


with or without a simultaneous invasion 


of Holland. 


(b) An invasion of Holland only;	 but on the 


assumption that Belgium would find it 


necessary to intervene, and to call for 


our assistance. 


(c) An invasion of Holland only;	 but on the 


assumption that Belgium- remains neutral, 


and does not call for our assistance. 


The last of these three contingencies could be 


shortly dismissed. It was dealt with by the Chiefs 


of Staff in a Report (W.P. (39) 122), in which they 


did not recommend any departure from oar original 


air strategy. 


The first two contingencies could be linked 


together, and they were the subject of the other 


Report by the Chiefs of Staff (W.P. (39) 118). 
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Three principles had "been laid down as a 


"basis for our air strategy. These were:
(a) That we should conserve and build up our 


strength until the gap in numerical 


strength should have narrowed. 


(b) That decisive operations could only 


result from the action of the air and 


land forces in conjunction. Air action 


alone was unlikely to be decisive. 


(c) That it would be highly uneconomical to 


employ the heavy portion of our Air 


Striking Force in the forward areas of 


the land battle0 


In seeking to apply these principles, the 


Chiefs of Staff had come to the conclusion that a 


German invasion of Belgium would constitute action 


which would "look like being decisive". For this 


reason, if such an invasion took place, we should not 


shrink from using all that we had to defeat it. The 


best method of utilising our heavy bomber force under 


these conditions would be in an attack upon selected 


military objectives in the Ruhr - the attack to be 


synchronised with the early stages of the German 


invasion. The Chiefs of Staffs' reasons for taking 


this view were set out in full in paragraph 12 of 


their Report0 


The Military Co-ordination Committee had 


met the previous evening to carry out a detailed 


examination of the alternative major objectives on 


to which the Air Striking Force might be directed. 


The object of this examination had been to satisfy 


themseves that the attack on selected military objectives 


in the Ruhr was an operation which "fjuld be likely to 


lead to the results anticipated by the Chiefs of Staff 


and that other possible objectives would not be equally 


decisive. ^o





The Minister-.for,..Co-ordination of-Defence then. 


gave the War Cabinet a full explanation of the type of 


target which would be attacked, and the methods which 


would be employed. He said that it was estimated that, 


if the attacks on the targets which had been selected were 


carried out to the point at which their destruction could 


be assured, the result would be a crippling of the whole 


German war industry. To achieve this result might take 


anything from three to eleven weeks of intensive 


operations, in the course of which casualties might amount 

Oh \-o 


to anythingtoedawoon1-SOnasr-00ntT and 50 per cent, of the 
 aircraft engaged  The Military Co-ordination Committee 


had been satisfied, however, that there were no alternative 


targets in Germany which it would be so profitable to 


attack. 


The War Cabinet would be aware that General 


Gamelin was opposed to an attack on the Ruhr, at any rate 


before the Spring. As it vras of the utmost importance 


that the machinery for launching such an attack should 


operate without delay, the Chiefs of Staff strongly urged 


that the conflict of opinion between ourselves and the 


French should be resolved as early as possible by 


discussion on the highest level. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that it should 


not be imagined that the Chiefs of Staff were at all 


anxious to let loose unrestricted air. warfare, or, indeed, 


at present to start a trainrof circumstances v/hich was likely to lead 


to heavy retaliation on our own and the French aircraft 


industry. They were only recommending the attack on the 


Ruhr in the particular circumstances of a German invasion 


of Belgium., Apart from the justification which such a 


violation of neutrality would give, they felt that the 


moment when the German Armies were starting their advance 


was psychologically and militarily the right one. As 


regards the legalitjr of the operation, there were no agreed 
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rules on the subject. The Hague draft Rules had 


received a certain measure of acceptance. In these 


draft Rules "factories engaged in manufacturing 


distinctly military supplies" were defined as military 


objectives. As the whole of the German industry was 


organised for the production of war material, he thought 


that the targets selected would come within the 


definition. 


It was hoped that an attack on the objectives 


described would not only paralyse the German industry 
a comparatively long term result - but would seriously 


dislocate the communications of the Germany Army. 


An attack on the German oil installations would 


be more difficult to undertake, and would not be so 


decisive; nor would it have any immediate bearing on the 


land operations. 


The French were opposed to an attack on the Ruhr 


because they feared retaliation on their own aircraft 


industry. They felt that they would be better off in the 


Spring, and appeared to contemplate with comparative 


equanimity a German invasion of Belgium, 


Some discussion then took place on the strength 


of bombers available, both first line and reserve, and 


the rate of production which could be expected. It was 


pointed out that an air operation of this type could be 


stopped at any moment, if it was thought that the losses 


outweighed the results. On the other hand, the start 


of the operation would also be the signal for retaliation, 


the duration of which we should be unable to control. 


Hence, before setting the Air Forces in motion, it would 


be necessary to weigh the possible effect on our own 


industry, together with the losses our bomber forces would 


sustain, against the results to be foreseen from a 


successful outcome of our attack. 






THE PRIME MINISTER said that a great deal 


appeared to turn on the point expressed in paragraph 


21 (a) of the Chiefs of Staff Report. Were we to 


consider that a German invasion of Belgium would 


constitute action which "looks like being decisive?" 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 


that both the French and the British General Staffs 


were of the opinion that If the Germans invaded Belgium, 


a decisive battle would result,, General Gamelin had 


every intention of accepting the challenge and fighting 


the battle to a stand-still. Where exactly this 


decisive battle would be fought, it was impossible to 


foretell. If Germany invaded Belgium General Gamelin 


intended to move his line forward into Belgium, but 


whether he would fight on the line of the Scheldt, or 


on the line Antwerp - Namur, would depend upon 


circumstances. The more of Belgium that could be saved, 


the better, and anything that would tend to hold up the 


German advance would be to our advantage. He (the 


Chief of the Imperial General Staff) thought, therefore, 


that the attack on the Ruhr, if timed to coincide with 


the German invasion of Belgium, would have two principal 


effects. First it would have a great psychological 


effect on the German Higher Command. It would come as 


a surprise, and would d-ivert their attention from their 


main objective and might well throw their plans into 


confusion. The second effect might be to cause such 


dislocation behind the German Army that their advance 


would be seriously hampered and an Allied counter 


attack might be facilitated. 
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THE PRIME MINISTER enquired whether the 


General Staff thought that the German invasion would 


succeed if the air attack on the Ruhr did not take 


place. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 


that he felt confident that the Franco-British Armies 


would not break under the strain of the German attack, 


but they might only be able to stem the enemy's advance 


on the Franco-Belgian frontier. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR pointed out 


that the real danger of the German invasion, from the 


British point of view, lay in the fact that they would 


obtain the whole of Belgium for the establishment of 


air bases and for the development of depth in their air 


defences for the Ruhr. It was in this possibility that 


the "decisiveness" of the German invasion would lie. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that the 


arguments for and against the attack on the Ruhr were 


finely balanced. On the one hand, we might sustain 


severe losses in bombers which we could ill afford, and 


we should lay ourselves open to heavy retaliation. Oh 


the other hand, our blow on Germany's industrial life 


might prove mortal  He thought that, on balance, the 
e


great concentration of industry presented to us in the 


Ruhr would justify the hope that our attack would be more 


formidable than theirs, especially as we could confidently 


hope to exact a fearful toll from the enemy' s bombing
squadrons . 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that we 


had accepted as a governing strategic principle that 


time was on our side  He thought we should not be 
c






deflected from this idea unless a decisive "blow were 


to "be struck against us, in which case there would be no 


alternative but for us to throw everything into the 


scale. There was, however, a difference of view 


between the Chiefs of Staff and General Gamelin. The 


Chiefs of Staff thought that a German invasion of Belgium 


would be decisive, whereas General Gamelin, while 


recognising that it would constitute a very serious 


threat to Great Britain and France, was not prepared to 


go so far. For this reason, General Gamelin proposed 


two plans. The first, which should be put into 

-

immediate operation directly the invasion took place, 


envisaged an attack on military objectives, troops, 


lines of communication, aerodromes, etc. The second, 


which would be subordinated to the decision of the 


Governments, would be for the heavy bombardment of 


the Ruhr. He (the Secretary of State for War) thought 


that the French reasoning was entirely sound. They 


wished to wait and see whether the German attack on 


Belgium developed in decisive fashion, before deciding 


to unloose the chain of circumstances which would 


follow from an attack on the Ruhr. Furthermore, the 


French did not agree that this attack on the Ruhr 


would have any noticeable effect on the German 


progress into Belgium. In other words, they thought 


that the Germans would succeed in getting their 


bases in Belgium, irrespective of whether we attacked 


the Ruhr or not, unless the Belgian Army could 


withstand the German blow, until the British and 


the French could come to its assistance. He thought 






that a premature decision to bomb the Ruhr would be 


putting in peril something which we could not afford, 


and he urged that we should continue to act on our 


original assumption that time was on our side. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO and THE FIRST 


LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY thought that it would be impos
sible to take any final decision in this matter in 


advance of the actual occasion. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he agreed with this 


view. He thought that it was extremely difficult to 


reach any decision on this matter before we knew the 


circumstances in which effect would have to be given 


to it. The whole matter turned on whether the battle 


looked, like being decisive. Unless he was sure that 


it was going to be decisive, he would not wish to 


embark on this operation, which might involve us in 


very heavy losses of trained personnel and machines. 


Further, it would almost certainly give rise to 


retaliation, which might result in heavy losses to the 


French aircraft industry and possible' dislocation over 


here. Owing to their superior forces, Germany would, 


at the moment, be in a better position than this 


country to maintain raids . There was also the effect 


on neutral opinion to be considered. 


The Prime Minister said that the adoption of 


this action might be necessary, and, if so, he would 


not shrink from it. Nevertheless, he-would be reluc
tant that this country should lay itself open to the 


accusation of being the first country to adopt action 


of this kind. He did not think that what had happens! 


in Poland was altogether comparable to the action which 


was proposed in the Ruhr, at any rate as regards the 


effect which it would have on world opinion. His 


conclusion was that the matter would have to be 


determined by judgment of the whole position when 


the time came. 






THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER said that it was 


evident that we could not leave things as they were 


between the French and ourselves. We should arrive at 


an understanding before the emergency arose. The 


question for decision was whether we should make up 


our minds before approaching the French, or whether 


we should discuss the matter fully with the French, 


with a view to arriving at a decision. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


thought that it would be unwise to anticipate a decision 


on this important matter. The War Cabinet would have 


to arrive at a decision when the crisis arose,in the 


light of the facts which might exist at the time. He 
thought that there were two tests which should be 
applied before deciding to carry out this policy. The 
first was whether the effect of the land battle in 
Belgium would be decisive on the whole course of the 


war. If so, we must not hesitate from taking any 


action which might restore the situation. Secondly, 


would an attack on the Ruhr shorten the war and help 


us to win it? This, he thought, was the question on 


which doubt arose. If the measure of success which we 


attained came up to our fullest expectations, there was 


no doubt that the effect on the German power to continue 


the war would be very great. It was necessary, however, 


to consider the effect on the morale of the German 


people. He had been able to consult a number of 


authorities who had lived in close touch with the 


German people up to the outbreak of war, and their 


views were conflicting. All were agreed, however, 






Of 


that the breaking of the German morale would 


ultimately depend upon the success of our venture. If 


we attacked the Ruhr and failed, not only should we have 


let loose indiscriminate bombing, but we should have 


strengthened the German will and made easier the task 


of the German Government. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought that the matter 


should be fully discussed with the French. It would 


be necessary to explain to them fully the reasons which 


led us to regard a German invasion of Belgium as such 


a vital threat to our security, and the reasons why the 


attack on selected military objectives in the Ruhr, 


combined with the opening of the great battle on land, 


was in our view, the right strategy to adopt. We 


could explain to them that we had this plan completely 


ready, and that the military advisers of the British 


Government urged its adoption. We could say that 


we intended to loose the attack only if and when a 


moment decisive for the Allies had arrived, which 


might be very early in the campaign; that, if time 


permitted, we would consult the French Government, 


but rather than miss what might be a fleeting opportunity 


to strike a decisive blow, we desired to reserve the 


right, in the paramount interests of our own defence, 


to authorise the operation of our own responsibility. 


There was general agreement that the French 


should be approached, in the manner described by 


the Prime Minister, and that a Meeting of the Supreme 


War Council would be necessary for the purpose. 


chmond Terrace, S.W.1, 


14th November, 1939. 
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THE PRIME MINISTER said that the French Delegation 


had arrived late and had had to catch a train soon 


after 3 o'clock. This had severely limited the time 


available for the discussion. 


He had put the case for air attack on military 


objectives in the Ruhr very fully, but, as had been 


expected, the French Government had not been prepared 


to change their ground; they had not, however, been 


in the least disagreeable about the matter, or treated 


our proposal lightly. It was clear that they were 


fully impressed with the importance of keeping as much 


of Belgium as possible out of German hands, and with 


the importance of the scheme prepared by theRoyal Air 


Force, of which he had given a detailed description. 


The French did not raise objection to the scheme on 


moral grounds (e.g., that it might involve killing 


civilians).. They took their stand on military grounds, 


and it was.on military grounds that they objected to 


the scheme being put into operation at the present time 


The real point was, in their view, that neither we nor 


they were in a sta.te in which we could stand punishment 


while the Germans out-numbered us heavily in bombers. 


They therefore hoped that we should not press the 


point at the moment. They did not, however, suggest 


that the scheme should be put permanently into cold 


storage, but rather that it should be reserved, for 


use at a later period. They appreciated that in a 


few months' time the position might well be different . 






THE MINISTER POR CO-ORDINATION OP DEFENCE said 


that M. Daladier had stressed the tremendously strong 


defences of the Ruhr, and had thought that our airmen 


-would suffer at least 50$ casualties in carrying out 


the attach. The French also differed from us in 


thinking that the bombing of the Ruhr would not prevent 


a German invasion and occupation of Belgium. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that the Prime 


Minister had. stated the ease most forcibly. He added 


that the French thought that retaliation for an attack 


on the Ruhr would fall on them before it fell on this 


country. He thought that the Meeting had had. the 


great advantage of familiarising the French with the 


scheme, and. that if we found ourselves in a melee 


they would be ready to agree on the scheme being put 


into operation. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said, that the matter had been 


left as indicated, and would be taken up at a. later 

stage. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL hoped that the Secretary of 


State for Air would, take action to ensure that the 


French continued, to be interested, in the scheme and 


did. not forget about it. If Germany invaded Holland 


and Belgium he felt sure that we should have to carry 


out this scheme, and. he hoped that.we should lose no 


time in giving effect to it. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE POR AIR said, that he saw no 


reason to be d.isappointed, as a result of the Meeting. 


The War Cabinet took note of the 

ab ov e s t at ement s . 


Richmond Terrs,ce, S .W. 1, 

17th November, 1939. 
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ADMIRAL OP THE FLEET SIR ROGER KEYES gave the 


War Cabinet an account of his recent visit to Belgium. 


He had visited the General Headquarters of the British 


Expeditionary Force on his way, where he had been told 


that, as the B.E.P. was under the command of General 


Georges , no underta,kings could be given to the 


Belgians by the British for assistance on land except 


through the French. 


On arrival in Brussels he had had dinner with 


Queen Elizabeth. She had paid a number of visits:Vto 


the Belgian defences on the frontier recently, and 


spoke highly of the morale of the Belgian troops and 


of the immense efforts which had been made to strengths] 


the fort if ications . There ws,s no doubt about the 


Belgian determinant ion to defend their country. 


He had asked the Queen whether the violation of the 


Dutch frontier by the Germans would be sufficient to 


cause the Belgians to ask for our assistance. She was 


not prepared to give a reply on that point. She 


expressed her great admi.ra.tion of the King of the 


Belgians, who was very liketids father and. had a 


determined character. Her Majesty spoke a good deal 


of the difficulties which the Belgians had had with 


the French ever since the last war, and of the King's 


unpopularity in Paris. She a.lso expressed unbounded 


confidence in Genera.1 Van Overstraeten, who was 


pro-Ally in sympathy and was the outstanding figure in 


the Belgian Army. 


- 1 
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Sir Roger Keyes, continuing, said that on the 


next day he had seen the King and had discussed with 


him the probable Belgian attitude if the neutrality 


of Holland were infringed. He had expressed to the 


King his views of the attitude which he thought would 


have been adopted by the late King in present circum
stances. He had said that he thought the late King 


would have declared that the present concentration of 


German troops on the Eastern frontier of Belgium was 


an outrage, and. that the British and French could be 


relied upon not to violate Belgian neutrality: he 


would have ms.de it clear to the Germans that the 


crossing of the Dutch frontier would inevitably bring 


Belgium into the war against them. The King had 


pointed out that he was a constitutional monarch and 


could only express the views of his Government, who 


did not judge the moment opportune for any such 


declaration. He was, however, Oommander-in-Chief of 


the Army, and when the right time came he would lead 


them again fob-Asst the Germans,  \&euAA be he ŵ as- supported 
by the of his Government. 

Sir Roger added that it appeared that the Dutch 


had not asked, the Belgians to come to their assistance 


if attacked, and the Belgia.ns did not wish to be asked 


They felt that the Dutch Army was so small that it 


would call upon the Belgians to operate against the 


Germans in areas v/hich were not at all suitable, and 


which would prejudice the defence of their own country 


It was, nevertheless, certain that if Holland were 


invaded, the Belgians would call us into their own 


country. 


On the following day he (Sir Roger Keyes) had 


again met the King at the Queen's house. The King 


had again expressed his desire to do something more 
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in an effort to restore peace before irrevocable 
action was taken. He knew that the war would, be a 
bloody one, and that the Germans would stick at nothing. 
It would beworth a great deal to gain time, even if no 
other benefit resulted from a further attempt at a 

settlement. He had told the King that he feared the 
case was hopeless. Herr Hitler could hardly put forward 
any terms which we could consider, and our attitude 
had been made clear by the uncompromising answer from 
King George to the offer of mediation ms.de by the 
Queen of the Netherlands and the King of Belgium. 

Continuing, Sir Roger Keyes said that at the time 
of his last visit to Belgium, a German doctor had been 
in Brussels who ha.d treated the King after a ski-ing 
accident, and wlxo had established friendly relations 
with him. This doctor had. been through the Polish 
campaign, and was known to be in close touch with Herr 
Hitler. He surmised that this doctor had been sent to 
Belgium to impress on the King the great power of the 
German mechanised drive into Poland. He had heard 
that the doctor had had an audience of the King, from 
which he had come out much depressed, and went straight 
back to Germany. It was probable that the King had 
told the doctor that Belgium would resist any attempt 
by Germany to pass through her territory. He (Sir 

hsr^h bit 


Roger Keyes) thought it /likely that any feelers which 


the King might wish to put out to Germany would be done 


through the agency of this doctor. 


Sir Roger thought that his telegram of the 13th 


November had perhaps been phrased to give an impression 


that the King of the Belgians wished to put out peace 


feelers with the authority of the British Government. 


This did not correctly express the King's attitude. 


The King realised that such feelers would probably 
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produce no result, but be hoped that if, by any chance, 


any reasonable proposals were to come from Germany, 


His Majesty's Government would consider them. It was 


only to this extent that the King had expected us to 


be associated with his action. 


It was quite certain that the Germans had had 


nothing to do with the offer of mediation which had 


been made by the two raonarchs . The King was inspired 


with a genuine wish to do what he could, at any rate 


to gain time. 


The importance of more time was also emphasised 


by General Van Overstra.eten. The Belgians were anxious 


to complete the work on their second line of defence. 


THE PRIME MINISTER enquired whether the King of 


the Belgians was expecting any further measage from 


the British Government. We had already expressed, our 


readiness to examine any proposals, in King George's 


reply to the offer of mediation. 


SIR ROGER KEYES thought that a friendly message 


would be well received by the King. Perhaps the 


easiest method would, be for a message to be included 


in a letter which he would write to the King, and, if 


the Prime Minister approved this suggestion, he would 


immediately prepare a draft. 


This proposal was approved.' 


Continuing, Sir Roger Keyes said, that the Belgians 


had been convinced, that the Germans were going to begin 


their invasion on the 11th November. A number of 


German diplomatic families had. left shortly before, 


and all Intelligence pointed the same way. For several 


days beforehand the German reconnaissance aircraft 


had flown ceaselessly over the Belgian defences, taking 


photographs. However, the attack had. not come, a.nd 


the Belgians attributed, this to the fact that the 
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Germans had discovered the great strength of the 


Belgian defences and the Allied concentration behind 


I	 . the Franco-Belgian frontier. The Belgians were now
inclined to think that nothing would happen until the 


Spring. But General Van Overstraeten was quite 


confident that if the Germans did come they would 


sustain a decisive defeat. 


The Belgians were very anxious to obtain some 


A.A. guns, in order to prevent the continual reconnais
sance on the part of the German Air Force. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said that 


he had promised to send them four 3.7-inch guns as soon 


as possible. 


Continuing, SIR ROGER KEYES said that the British 


Military Attache" in Brussels had established very good 


relations with General Van Overstraeten, and would, be 

given full information. The General was suspicious 


of the French Milita.ry Attache', however, and desired 


all conversations between the French and the Belgians 


to take place in Pa.ris . 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that he 


understood that Sir Robert Clive was about to be 


relieved and replaced, by someone else. He questioned 


the wisdom of making a change at such a vitally import
any juncture. 


SIR ROGER KEYES said, that the King of the Belgians 


had expressed the same view. Sir Robert Clive was now 


well known in Brussels, and. they were used, to him. The 


Ambassador's attitude had been extremely helpful 


towards the somewhat delicate Mission which he (Sir 


Roger) had. just undertaken. 


SIR ALEXANDER CADOGAN undertook to bring to the 


notice of the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


the view which had been expressed. 


ichmond Terrace, S.W.1,	  cabinet took note of the 
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Germans had discovered the great strength of the 


Belgian defences and the Allied concentration behind 


. the Franco-Belgian frontier. The Belgians were now
inclined to think that nothing would happen until the 


Spring. But General Van Overstraeten was quite 


confident tfeat if the Germans did come they would 


sustain a decisive defeat. 


The Belgia.ns were very anxious to obtain some 


A.A. guns, in order to prevent the continual reconnais
sanee on the part of the German Air Force. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said that 


he had promised to send them four 3.7-ineh guns as soon 


as possible. 


Continuing, SIR ROGER KEYES said that the British 


Military Attache" in Brussels had established very good 


relations with General Van Overstraeten, and would be 


given full information. The General was suspicious 


of the French Military Attache'', however, and desired 


all conversations between the French and the Belgians 


to take place in Paris. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that he 


understood that Sir Robert Clive was about to be 


relieved and replaced by someone else. He questioned 


the wisdom of making a change at such a vitally import
any juncture. 


SIR ROGER KBYES said that the King of the Belgians 


had expressed the same view. Sir Robert Clive was now 


well known in Brussels, and they were used to him. The 


Ambassador's attitude had been extremely helpful 


towards the somewhat delicate Mission which he (Sir 


Roger) had just undertaken. 


SIR ALEXANDER CADOGAN undertook to bring to the 


notice of the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


the view which had been expressed. 


chmond Terrace, S.W.1,  cabinet took note of the 
 T t L e  W a r
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I told the Prime Minister of Your Majesty1s 


intense desire to contribute something towards an acceptable 


peace end of your understanding that the replies of King 

George, and the French President to Your Majesty and Queen 


Wilhelmina were definite and uncompromising; I said that 


Your Majesty fully appreciated that any further approaches 


could only be initiated by Germany. I told the Prime Minister 


of your readiness to try personally to ascertain secretly 


what the German Government would be prepared to offer. I 


further told him that your desire to help was based on 


humanitarian grounds in the hope of averting ruthless and 


devastating warfare, and that you urgently stressed the value 


of delay on military grounds, since delay could only favour 


the Allies and Belgium and be of detriment to the Germans. 


The Prime Minister asked me very earnestly to 


tell you that he understands your sentiments and your desire 


to avoid useless bloodshed, and that he agrees with Your 


Majesty that from a military point of view time is on the side 


of the Allies; but the British position has been made clear 


in our public declarations, and there could be no question of 






any steps "being taken by us, or by our wish, to invite 


negotiations. He told me that he also felt "bound in honesty 

to say that he thought it would he impossible that Hitler 

would make any proposals that His Majesty's Government could 


look at. He takes this opportunity of sending Your Majesty 


his heartfelt sympathy in your most anxious situation. 


I am afraid Your Majesty will be disappointed 


with the Prime Ministers reply, but you will remember that 


1 told you I could hold out no hope of a favourable answer 


to Your Majesty1 s suggestion. 
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AIR OPERATIONS. 

Policy as to 
Attacks on the 
German Fleet. 

THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that we were now 

in a position to employ heavy bombers which were much 
better armed than those used at the outset of the war. 

I 

The heavy bombers now used, had ventral turrets with 
two guns shooting downwards, and thus were in a better 
position to defend, themselves against fighters. 
Further, we now had much more information about the 
habits of the Germans. We had also learned the 
unwisdom, of making an attack following on a, reconnais
sanee. His proposal was that if there was a. reasonable 
chance of finding German "wweships in Schillig Roads, 

—  . . — - j \ 

we should send, out a force of 18 or 24 bombers without 
a prior reconnaissance. He felt that it was wiser to 
send out a, fairly large force which would, have a 
reasonable chance of achieving success, rather than 
to send a small force which might suffer severe 
casualties but e-e&iovo-easy results . He contem

plated high level attack, i.e., from about 7,000 feet. 
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that the War 

Cabinet must be prepared to accept a certain measure 
of loss, as the ships might well be attacked not at all 
far from. land.. 

In reply to a. question by the Prime Minister, 
THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that- the proposal he 
had described constituted a slight departure from the 
policy previously adopted. There was, however, the 
possibility that the attacking force might get in 
unobserved. 

Ri ehmond T erra ce, S.W.1, 


20th November, 1939 . 

\ 
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THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR said that he had 


been along practically the whole front of the Britiah 


sector. As an illustration of the permeation of 


English and French forces, Lord Gort's Command included 


a French Division, which had been strengthened by a 

British Brigade, aflfr British Ma chine-Gun Battalion^' 


The permanent fortifications of the line included 


blockhouses about 1,000 yards apart, and a continuous 


anti-tank obstacle in the form of a trench which had 


been strengthened and revetted. A great deal of 

digging was in progress along the front, but he had 


been surprised to see only two new pill-boxes being 


constructed. He had mentioned this point to Lord Gort, 


who had informed him that there was some difference of 

opinion as to the best form of pill-box. The British 


authorities, it appeared, did not agree that the French 


type of pill-box was the best that could be devised. 


The Secretary of State for War said that he had 
consulted General Gamelin, who sad sugjasac! that fefee 
&5?4*?HS"h dfee-^e^a: cement works at their disposal^ 
The French had so organised matters that they could 
build a pill-box in three days. Most of the trenches 
which were being dug in our sector filled at once with 
v/ater, and the French thought that they should be 
^m?re4re-lined. Engineer Officers from the Field Force 
were coming over to England that day, and he hoped that 
great improvements would be made. 

Generally speaking, however, our defences were 


very strong, and Lord Gort was constructing two lines 


of defences behind the main line. 
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He had had discussions with Genera,l Gamelin on 


many subjects. General Gamelin was mainly concerned 


with the need for more men. He was in process of 


building up 10 new Divisions, which would bring the 


total French Divisions on the Western Front to 90. 


He thought that the Germans in the Spring would have 


160 Divisions, and that we must find means of augment
ing our contribution. 


The Secretary of State for War said that he had 


also been struck with the wastefulness of having our 


base 400 miles distant. Until recently, 500 tons of 


petrol had been consumed, every day, but this quantity 


was now being reduced. He was certain that the 


distance to the base should be cut down by using ports 


further East. This, however, would mean more Fighter 


support. Great structures were being erected at Rennes 


for our base services. 


General Gamelin had referred to the decision taken 


by the Supreme War Council in regard to Air Policy, 


and had said that this would now enable the Army to 


be supported by more Bombers in the event of a German i 


invasion of Belgium. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that this, of i 


course, was not the case. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that he had 
had lunch with M. Daladier and M. Guy la Chambre. 
The latter had referred to an offer- which the French 
had ms.de (and which the Secretary of State understood 
had been refused) to let us have a certain number of 
aeroplanes of a special type appropriate for close 
support, which the French hoped to be producing at the i 

ra-te of 250 machines a month by March, 1940. 
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that he had 


never heard of any such offer, but would make enquiries.) 

S.W.I. * * * 


1939. 
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THE GERMAN THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 

AIR FORCE. 


- that he had received a report from a secret source which, 
Question of 
Efficiency. if reliable, threw an interesting light on the efficiency 

of the German Air Force. The source in question was a 
former German Attache'', who in the past had, at different 
times, given a considerable amount of information on air 
questions which had invariably proved to be correct. 
According to this report there was no way by which Germaiy 
could escape from her present difficulties unless Herr 
Hitler could by some means persuade us to agree to peace. 
Owing to its imperfect construction, the German Air Force 
could be used only as a political threat. It could not te 
regarded as an effective instrument against an air force 
of equa.1 quality. The Air Force was strong in numbers, 
but in view of its questionable quality it was not fit to 
be subjected to any sharp test. So far, therefore, as the 
German Air Force was concerned,the time for bluff was over. 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that it was very 
remarkable that while the German authorities recruited 
their pilots by compulsion, they called for volunteers 
for the performance of dangerous duties; whereas we 
relied on the voluntary principle for the recruitment of 
our pilots, but subsequently required every pilot to carry 
out any order which might be given. 

THE SECRETARY J  OF STATE F O R AIR said that it would be 
unwise to attach too much importance to the report now 
received; the German Air Force was very large and it was 
impossible to forecee what account it would give of itself. 


The War Cabinet took note of the 

above discussion. 


fichmond Terrace, S.W.1, 

22nd November, 1959. . . . 
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EIRE. The War Cabinet had under consideration a Most 


Intelligence Secret Memorandum by the Naval Staff on Intelligence 

Organisation. 


Organisation in Eire, submitted by the First Lord of 


the Admiralty (W.P.(39) 131). 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that the 


present absence of intelligence facilities in Eire 


was preventing the Admiralty from obtaining info m a  
tic n which was of vital importance to them. He 


therefore asked the War Cabinet to approve the 


recommendations contained in the Memorandum by the 


Naval Staff for the extension of the S.I.S. Organisa
tion to that country. This would have to be done 


delicately, in close touch with the Dominions Office. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 


suggested that, before we committed ourselves to the 


additional expense and other implications which would 


result from the adoption of the Admiralty proposals, 


a further trial should be given to certain arrange
ments which were now in hand, viz. 


(i) A Naval Attache had recently been appointed 

to Eire and had just begun a tour of inspee
tion of the Coast-Watchihg Service. Would 

it not be better to wait for his report, 

which would be ready in about a fortnight? 


(ii)The Eire authorities, at our suggestion, 

had made arrangements by which naval 

information could be rapidly transmitted 

to us by wireless. A -number of messages 

of this character had apparently been sent, 

but owing to some misunderstanding about 

the wavelength, these had not been received 

by the Admiralty. The matter was being 

rectified. 


% (iii) We had already established a form of Secret 

Service in Eire, from which the results, 

though not at present impressive, might 

be improved. 
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THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that, despite the 


arrangements described by Mr Eden, the fact remained 


that the intelligence which we received from Eire was 


less than from anywhere else. Quite apart from the 


need for obtaining information about the possible 


activities of U-boats, there was, he felt, urgent need 


for establishing a really efficient Secret Service. 


The I.R.A. provided just the sort of organisation 


which the Germans could use against us, and he had no 


faith in Mr de Valera's powers to prevent this. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR 7AR read a Minute 


which represented the combined views of the Internal 


Security and Secret Intelligence Services. In their 


opinion it would not be possible to set up the 


organisation in Eire, as suggested by the Naval Staff, 


in less than two to three months, and anything in the 


nature of a complete coastal-watching service would 


require a much longer period. It would, moreover, be 


necessary, if this Organisation were to be really 


effective, to ensure rapid means of communication with 


the Admiralty. 


Should it become apparent that His Majesty's 


Government had established a Secret Intelligence 


Orga.nisa.tion in Eire — and the risks were obviously 


considerable — it. seemed almost certain that the 


present good relations which existed between M.I.5 


and Colonel Archer, of the Eire Ministry of Defence, 


would be seriously impaired, and it would be quite 


impossible for our S.I.S., however efficient their 


organisation, to obtain the information now being 


received by M.I.5 from Colonel Archer, who had the 


whole machinery of the Eire Government at his 


disposal . 
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It- was therefore suggested that, before commit
ting ourselves to the rather drastic step of setting 


up a secret organisation in Eire, another attempt 


should be made to obtain the eo-operation of the Eire 


Government in a scheme for improving their existing 


Ooast-Watehing Service. As a preliminary step it was 


suggested that M.I.5 should, approach Mr Dulanty and. , 

ask him to arrange that Colonel Archer should come t 

over to discuss matters in general with his opposite 


numbers in M.I.5. This would at least enable us to 


get a. better^ picture of the real position with regard, 


to the Coa.st-Wat ching Service, and possibly of other 


difficulties which might be hampering Colonel Archer 


in his work. 


If co-operation seemed possible, we could supply 


the necessary wireless sets for communication between 


coastal stations and Dublin, and. it would, then be an 


easy matter to pick tip any of these messa.ges and act 


on them without waiting for them to be passed by the 


Eire Government. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


confirmed, that the views expressed, in the War Office 


Minute read by Mr Hore-Belisha were endorsed by the 


Secret Intelligence Service. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO torus ted. that 

extreme care would be exercised, in the use of wireless 


for the transmission of messages, having regard, to the 


Illicit Wireless Interception Organisation, which was 


at this moment about to be launched, in Eire. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY repeated his 


dissatisfaction with the present state of affairs. 


It was indisputable that the Admiralty were not receiv
ing the information which they should, the absence of 


which constituted, a real danger to the Royal Navy, 






He would look into the reason why the Admiralty had 


not received the wireless messages from Eire, but 
meanwhile he did not consider that there was much 


to be gained by waiting for the report of the Naval 


Attached 


THE PR DIE MINISTER said that it was evident that 


the present arrangements were not so.tisfactory. On 


the other hand, there was good reason to believe that 


we were not deriving the best advantage from the 


existing arrangements, such as they rere. He therefore 


suggested that, before discarding these arrangements 


in favour of the Admiralty proposals, about which 


certain misgivings had been expressed, it might be 


desirable to have the whole question re-examined, and 


that the Minister without Portfolio' should be invited 


to undertake this work, 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS hoped 


that Lord Hankey would find it. possible t' bring 


Colonel Archer into the discussions as soon as possj^1.^ 


The War Cabinet agreed — 


(i) To invite the Minister without Portfolio 

to conduct an inquiry into the existing 

arrangements regarding Intelligence in 

Eire, and to submit a Report thereon with 

his recommendations as to what further steps 

should be taken in this matter: 


(ii) Pending the results of the inquiry provided 

for under (i) above, to defer a decision on 

the re commendations made' in the Naval Staff 

Memorandum, submitted by the First Lord of 

th e Admiralty (W. P. ( 3 9) 131). 


* o o 


Ri chmond T erra ce, S..W. 1, 


23rd November, 1939 . 
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THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY informed the 


War Cabinet that on the previous day he had interviewed 


a Major of the Royal Engineers about the possibilities 


of using mines in the Rhine. This Officer, who was 


a**a"efeê -feo H.M.S. YERNON, had already constructed a 


pilot model of a small floating mine weighing only 


5 lbs. This mine was not dangerous until it came into 


contact with water, when its contents of caleium .raade 

AL 


it extremely sensitive. Its explosive power would be 


sufficient to blow a hole some 2 ft. square in the side 


of barges of the type used on the Rhine. 


It would be possible to drop these mines from 
the air, and for a single aircraft to carry 400 to 
500 of them at a time. The Rhine was the economic 
lifeline of Germany, with a traffic amounting to some 
77 million tons per annum. An operation by the Royal 
Air Force carrying quantities of these mines might do 
tremendous damage.!ky n^Ur aJU, IzJ^eJciA X4naJ^x**Hft*tL i^ui^j 

The Controller of the Navy was studying the 


technical aspects of the subject, in consultation 


with the Air Ministry, and it was estimated that it 


would be possible to have some 10,000 of these mines 


ready by the end of January, 1940. 


The First Lord of the Admiralty accordingly 


sought the approval, in principle, of the War Cabinet 


to the project which he had outlined, on the under
standing that the final decision to put it into 


execution should be reserved until the mines were 


ready. 
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Reference vr&s made to the bearing of International 
Lav/ on this type of operation. 

The First Lord of the Admiralty said that, if and 


when it was decided to carry out this operation, it 


would have to be made clear that we were doing so as a 


reprisal for the sinkings caused by the illegal use of 


mines by the Germans. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR asked whether 


consideration had been given to the possibilities of 


"liquid fire", which, he understood, was engaging the 


attention of the French. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO said that the 


possibilities of "Greek Fire" had been very carefully 


examined during the Great War, but the results had been 


disappointing. Flames had been made to burn on a river, 


but their life was always short, and they could not be 


made to. last longer than a qua/rter of an hour at the 


most. 


He asked that the First Lord should include the 


Danube, as well a.s the Rhine, in the investigations 


which he would be ordering. 


The War Cabinet agreed — 


To authorise the Admiralty, in co-operation 

with the Air Ministry, to proceed to work 

forthwith on the project described by the 

First Lord of the Admiralty, on the under
standing that a final decision should be 

reserved until the project was ready to 

be put into execution. 


Ri chmond T erra c e, S .W. 1, 

24th November, 1939. 
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Probable THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS added 
Development 


of Policy. that on the previous evening he had received a report from 


a secret source which was known to be honest and reliable, 


but which, on account of its extreme anti-Nazi bias, must be 


treated with great reserve. According to this report a War 


Council had been held in Berlin on the 14th November, at 


which Herr Hitler had been in the Chair, and at which the 


leading Generals, Admiral Raeder and the Party Leaders had 


all been present. Herr Hitler had bitterly upbraided, the 


Generals for not having obeyed his orders to launch an 


attack on the Maginot Line and on the Netherlands on the 


13th November. The Generals had replied that it was too 


late in the season to launch an attack on the Maginot Line, 


while an attack on the Netherlands would have mobilised the 


whole of world opinion against Germany. The Generals stated 


also that it would be impossible for the German Army to 


attack in any force before the following April, by which 


time the Allies would be stronger than the German Army. 


For this reason, therefore, it was necessary for Germany to 


secure peace. Even General von Reichenau, who had always 


been most closely associated with the Nazi Party, had 


supported this view. Herr Hitler had been infuriated at 


the attitude taken up by the Generals, and in an attempt to 


reassert his authority he had. given orders for an immediate 


attack to be made by the German Army on the Western Front. 


The report continued that preparations were now being made 


for the formation in Germany of a Military Government, of 


which Dr Schacht would be economic adviser. The report con
cluded by anticipating that the time would come when British 


and. German forces would, join in an attack upon the U.S.S.R. 
... 

Richmond Terrace, S.W.1, 


24th November, 1939. 
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O * * 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY informed the War 

Cabinet that an ice-breaker, the property of the 


Soviet Government, had now successfully rna.de its way 

through the Skaggerak into the Baltic. It remained 


to be seen what use the Russians intended to make of 


this ice-breaker. If it were to be employed in the 


Gulf of Finland, we should have no cause for complaint, 


although the anxieties of the Finnish Government might 


be somewhat increased. It was possible, however, 


that the ice-breaker was intended to be used in the 


Gulf of Bothnia, for the purpose of keeping open the 


trade route between Lulea and Germany. If so, this 


would be a notable example of Russo-German economic 


co-operation, and a gra.ve threat to us . It would 


enable the German munitions industry to maintain its 


supplies of Swedish iron ore throughout the winter. 

The First Lord said that a method had occurred 


to him by which this danger, if it materialised, could 


be removed, without a formal breach between this 


country and the Soviet Union. As his colleagues 


were aware,,., two Polish submarines, which had escaped 


from the Baltic, were now atta.ched to the Royal Navy. 


They were dependent upon us for their supplies. The 


question of the relations between Poland and Russia 


was not one which need trouble us. If the Government 


at Angers was not technically at war with Russia, 


the worst relations existed between them. His sugges
tion would be that one of the two Polish submarines 


should be encouraged to return to the Baltic for the 


http://W_.lL._i
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purpose of torpedoing the Russian ice-breaker. The 


submarine would probably be able to remain at sea for 


some 14 days before returning to one of our ports to 


take in fresh oil. 


The First Lord said that he was not now asking 


for any decision on his suggestion. . The need for 


action would only arise if the Russians attempted to 


keep the route to Lulea open. 


The War Cabinet took note of 

the shove statement. 


Richmond Terrace, S ,W .1, 


28th November. 1939. 
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THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 


that, according to information received from a secret 


source in Berlin, which was regarded as exceptionally 


reliable, Count von Schulenburg, the German Ambassador 


in Moscow, about a fortnight before he had been 


recalled to Berlin for consultation with Herr Hitler, 


had addressed a despatch to the German Foreign Office, 


in which he had given his grounds for believing that 


a feeling of deep hostility was entertained by the 


Government of the U.S.S.R. towards the tenets of 


National Socialism. In submitting this report the 


Ambassador had added that he realised the effect that 


this might have on future policy. 


On the 9th November, 1939, an official in the 


German Foreign Office, who had exceptionally wide 


knowledge of the U.S.S.R. ana. was believed to have 


served in the German Embassy in Moscow, wrote a Minute 


in the German Foreign Office on Count von Schulenburg's 


despatch in which he said that, whereas at the time 


when a contact was first established between Germany 


and the U.S.S.R. the latter had shown restraint in 


their attitude towards National Socialism in Germany, 


now, however, there was no such restraint. On the 


contrary, open hostility was being shown against 


National Socialism, both as regards its structure 


and its foreign aims. At present, such anti-Nazi 


opinions were being expressed through unofficial 


channels, but in view of the nature of the Government 


in the U.S.S.R. there was no doubt that these attacks 






were directly inspired by the Soviet Government. 


The official who wrote this Minute drew the conclusion 


that these attacks were intended to pave the way for 


a change of policy by the U.S.S.R. in regard to 


Germany . 

According to the same report, officials of the 


Foreign Office were strongly of the opinion that the 


Russian adventure had been a failure and that the 


policy would be abandoned as soon as Herr von Ribben
trop disappeared. It was also stated that Herr 


Rosenberg had been strongly opposed to the German-


Soviet connection, -and that if he had given open 

dis

expression to his ̂ approval by resignxng his offxce, a 


schism in the National Socialist Party would have been 


inevitable. Herr Hitler had accordingly been at great 


pains to win Herr Rosenberg's support for that policy, 


and in this he had been partly successful. Herr 


Rosenberg was now asserting that the German retreat 


from the Baltic was only temporary. It was interest
ing to note that Herr Rosenberg and Field-Marshal 


Goering were now working closely together. The 


Field-Marshal was strongly opposed to Herr von Ribben
trop's policy towards the U.S.S.R. 


The War Cabinet took note of the 

above statement. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W..1, 


29th November, 1939. 
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GERMANY . THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 


Probable that, just before the Meeting of the War Cabinet, 

Intentions 


he had received a report, obtained from an exception
ally reliable and secret source in Germany, stating 


definitely that no German attack would be launched 


in the West before the Spring of 1940. 


The "War Cabinet took note of the 

ab ov e s t at ement. 


Ri chmond Terrac e, S.W.1, 


39th November, 1939. 
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 THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS gave 


 the substance of an Intelligence report dated about the 


middle of November, obtained by the Intelligence 


Service of a neutral State. Considerable friction and 


difficulty were being encountered in the co-ordination 


of the German. High Command. The splitting of the 


Command into three sections, Army, Navy and Air Force, 


meant that the unified direction of operations was 


impossible to secure, with the result that there was a 


lack of coherent policy. The formal position was that 


Herr Hitler now possessed the powers which had been 


exercised in the last war by Field-Marshal von Hinden
burg and General Ludendorff combined, and he was 


assisted in the discharge of these duties by General 


Keitel. Herr Hitler was unable to make up his mind, 


and General Keitel was a second-rate man. It therefore 


fell to the heads of the three independent Commands to 


formulate advice as to policy. This led to endless 


conferences from which very little emerged. Everything 


had been ready on the 4th November for a decisive 


action in the West, but two days later (6th November) 


General Keitel had said that some amelioration in the 


political situation should first be secured. In spite 


of the advice of General Brauchitsch, Herr Hitler had 


shrunk from launching an attack on Belgium and the 


Netherlands. As regards the air arm, Field-Marshal 


Goering had been most unhelpful and had refused to 


launch a heavy air attack upon Great Britain except 


on condition that full use of the Army was made 


simultaneously. This lack of decision in high qmarters 
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had spread, a feeling of depression in the Army, which 


had even reached the Divisional Commands. There was 


a feeling now that it might he necessary to invade 


the Low Countries under much less favourable conditions 


Pear was widely entertained that there might be civil 


uprisings in Germany if heavy air attacks were made 


by the Allies on German towns, which it was recognised 


were inevitable if the German Air Force were to start 


bombing England. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1, 


1st December, 1939. 
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Confidential Annex.. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS read 


to the War Cabinet extracts from a translation of a 


letter recently written to a. correspondent by Signor 


Bastianini, the Italian Ambassador in London, giving 


his impression of the state of feeling in this country, 


the general effect of which was as follows. A sense 


of boredom was creeping in and there was constant talk 


of how the war could be liquidated. The word "Germans" 


was never heard in conversation, the word "Nazis" being 


always used. There was no enthusiasm for the war, the 


people who were most depressed being City business men. 


If severe military reverses were sustained, the social 


situation in this country might become serious. 


Signor Bastianini had added that he found British 


officials very easy to deal with, and that he hoped 


to be able to stay in London as Ambassador for a long 


time. 


The War Cabinet took note of the 

above statement. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1, 


1st December, 1939 . 
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 The War Cabinet had under consideration 


a Memorandum by the Secretary of State for War 


 (W.P.(39) 141). 

 THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR said 


that his Paper assumed that ten Divisions would 


be in France by the beginning of March 1940, and 


had been designed to show the probable shortages 


of equipment which would obtain on the basis of 


the forecasts of the Minister of Supply. He 


suggested that the War Cabinet should consider 


the Appendix which showed the position in 


relation to the major items of equipment. 


 A discussion ensued on the figures in 


the Appendix to the Memorandum in the course of 


which the Secretary of State for War and the 


Minister of Supply gave the information recorded 


in this Minute. The general point was made that, 


whereas the weapon position (except in the case 


of anti-aircraft artillery and anti-tank guns for 


the later divisions) appeared reasonably secure 


on the basis of 10 divisions, ammunition would 


certainly be short, and every endeavour should be 


made to bring fresh capacity into production as 


soon as possible to meet the shortage. 


In this connection, the ASSISTANT CHIEF 


OP THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF explained that the 


rates of expenditure assumed for ammunition were 


broadly the same as those assumed by the French, 


and were based on average expenditure on the 


Western Front in 1917 and 1918. 






Bren Guns. 


Anti-Tank 

Rifles and 

Ammunition. 


Small Arms 

Ammunition. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR WAR said that the 

scale of reserves for weapons represented twelve 
weeks wastage, and for ammunition six weeks wastage. 
The fact that only 50% reserves of Bren Guns was held 
was not by itself very disturbing, since reserves on this 
scale were sufficient to cover a six weeks interruption 
in supply. Output was 1,900 Bren Guns per month and 
the anticipated monthly wastage was 976 when the 
forces were fully engaged. By the time we had twenty 
Divisions in the field the wastage would require the 
whole of the existing output,; but by that time it is 
hoped that the output would have been substantially 
increasedo 

The situation regarding anti-tank rifles 


was satisfactory, but additional capacity for 


ammunition was urgently required. 


Continuing, The Secretary of State for War 


pointed out that, if the Field Force were to be in 


continuous action from now onwards, there would be a 


serious shortage of small arms ammunition by the end of 


February 1940. A shortage of S.A.A. was indeed already 


apparent and the Admiralty had made a most generous 


offer to take only such new supplies as were 


sufficient to replace what had been consumed by the 


Navy during the previous month. No doubt agreement 


would be reached between the Air Ministry and the 


War Office regarding the allocation of the remaining 


output. 


THE MINISTER OF SUPPLY gave the following 


details of production in the United Kingdom--


November 1939 25 million rounds per month. 

May 1940 60 " " " 


M
September 1940 120 "  " 

December 1940 200 " " " 






In addition, he expected to obtain regular supplies of 


S0A.A0 from India? Canada and Australiao He was 


considering introducing special machinery for S.A0A0 


This special machinery,, in common with other machine 


tools, represented the bottle-neck, in manufacture. He 


had also been promised 25 million rounds immediately 


available in Canada and 50 million rounds to be produced 


in Australia. 


Reference was made to the serious prospective 


shortage in field artillery ammunition, and the 


following figures of production were given by the 


Minister of Supply: --


September, 1940 - 900.,000 rounds per month. 
December, 1940 - Over 1 million rounds per month. 
March.,. 1941 \\ million rounds per month. 

The maximum production at which the Ministry 


of Supply were aiming was 2 million rounds per month. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY pointed out 


that the anticipated rate of production at the end of 

12 months of war would suffice for only 10 divisions, 

whereas in 1914-18 we had sent abroad from Great 


Britain 47 divisions (including 5 cavalry divisions) in 

the first 12 months. It seemed vital to increase 

capacity immediatelyo 


It was pointed out that the formations which 
we were now putting in the field were far better equipped 
than in the last war, and., furthermore, that the 
requirements of the Air Defence of Great Britain for 
3o7" A.AP ammunition impinged upon the production of 
field artillery ammunition. 0u (Cc^lt^ , ^ ) i t f . i * ' ' * * *  Ceu*AtA, u * t * .

' The following figures of production for the 


5*5" Howitzer, a new medium gun of considerably greater 


range than existing types, were givenj-


September., 1940 - 20 guns per month. 

December, 1940 - 25 guns per month. 

March, 1941 - 30 guns per montho 
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THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR pointed out 


that the older types of medium artillery would still be 


available pending replacement by the new gun. 


THE MINISTER OF SUPPLY said that heavy and 


super-heavy artillery ammunition was a new requirement, 


the demand for which had only been received shortly 


before the war. His difficulty in production would be 


to obtain sufficient presses. He was trying to produce 


a built-up shell for the 18" Howitzer, but both for this 


and for other types of super-heavy ammunition, it would 


be of great assistance if the Admiralty could assist by 


lending capacity and presses. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that the 


change from the 15" to the 14" Naval Gun had necessitated 


making new ammunition, sufficient for two outfits for the 


various battleships under construction. He would, 


however, enquire whether any capacity could be placed at 


the disposal of the Minister of Supply. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that the 
anti-tank gun position was most serious, particularly 
in view of the fact that it was essentially a weapon 
of defence. It would be seen from the table that there 
would be no 2-pdrc anti-tank guns at all for the last 
4 divisions out of the 10 under consideration. The Chief 
of the Imperial General Staff and the Commander-in-Chief 
both emphasised the imperative need for sufficient weapons 
of this nature. Our present design was the best in the 
world, but we must be prepared, if necessary, to accept 
a simpler one. 

THE MINISTER OF SUPPLY said that no anti-tank 


guns could be purchased in any of the neutral countries. 


The French had, however, made a suggestion that we should 






O

Light Anti-

Aircraft 


Guns.


C)

supply them with gun forgings, and that they would 


return to us, on a barter basis, a proportion of these 


made up.into complete equipments with a full outfit of 


 ammunition. They had a 25 mm  anti-tank gun in full 
e


production and their chief "bottle-neck" was the barrel 


and forgingso 


 THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR WAR said that the 


 position in regard to the supply of light anti-aircraft 


guns was equally serious. All our sources of supply of 


the Bofors gun from Sweden, Poland, Hungary and Czecho
slovakia were closedo The Chief of the Imperial General 


Staff and the Commander-in-Chief had pointed out that these 


weapons were no less important .to our security than anti
tank guns. The Turks also were pressing us for supplies. 


THE MINISTER OP SUPPLY said that by June, 1940, 


it was expected that 1,000 equipments would have been 


delivered. Production after that date would be at the 


rate of 150 per month. More machine tools were being 


obtained for the ordnance factories and the Nuffield plant, 


and every effort was being made to increase capacity. The 


chief difficulty was in the production of the gun carriage 


itself. 


THE PRIME MINISTER observed that at the end of 


the war, we should have on our hands large numbers of 


munition factories, the utility of which would have ceased. 


The disposal of this productive capacity would raise very 


serious problems. He enquired whether it would not be 


possible to induce the Dominions and India to set up more 


factories and thus correspondingly reduce our own post
war problems. 


THE MINISTER OP SUPPLY pointed out that such an 


arrangement would seriously militate against speed of 


 production. It was far quicker to expand existing factories 


here than to start entirely new plants abroad. There was, 


however, a prospect that Canada would meet some of our 


requirements in forgings.. 
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' ; THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that 


the tank position was not dealt with in the schedule 


attached to his Memorahdum, but there was a very
serious deficiency in infantry tanks * On 1st 


December this year there would only be 70. infantry 

tanks in France out of a total requirement of £04. 

By the end of February 1940 the requirement 


would have risen to 461, and the number then 


available for overseas would be about 130. Production 


of these weapons was slow and the mechanism was very 


complicated,. The French had a design which they 


were producing already at the rate of 3 per day. 


They hoped to work up production, to 8 per day in 


the near future. The General Staff had not been 


in favour- of accepting the French design when 


this had been suggested last May? but in vie?/ of 


the shortage its production in this country was 


being seriously considered. 


THE MINISTER OF SUPPLY said that he had 


only just been informed of the War Office views 


on the French design, and he would immediately see 


what could be done to obtain tanks of the French design. 


Some discussion followed on a suggestion 


by the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs that 


the highly-trained personnel of the Armoured Division 


should be equipped with French tanks in order to 


relieve the dangerous situation in which we found 


ourselves owing to the lack of both anti-tank guns 


and armoured fighting vehicles. The War Cabinet were 


informed that the chief deficiency in the equipment 


of the Armoured Division was in respect of cruiser 
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tankso Sufficient light tanks are available, but 


by May 1940 it was expected that they would be 166 


cruiser tanks short of the total requiremento 


If an emergency arose l u f.h.3 :.ioax' future  brigades 
s


of the Armoured Divisions might be sent overseas 


separately^ 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY suggested 


that, in view of the shortage disclosed in the anti
aircraft defences of the British Expeditionary Force, 


it was time to examine the possibility of diverting A,A. 

guns from A.D.G.B. to the British Expeditionary-


Force o 


THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that this 


question should be examined by the Chiefs of Staff, 


THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER asked that 


the scales of equipment and reserves should be 


carefully considered. For example, was it necessary 


to maintain a 200% decontamination reserve of 


clothing in France? when the forces concerned were 


comparatively small, large reserves and a more lavish 


scale of equipment was probably necessary, but it 


would, he suggested, be unsound to calculate the 


requirements of a force of 32 divisions as being 32 


times that of 1 division. This consideration perhaps 


applied in particular to the motor vehicles of the 


British Expeditionary Force, He had been told that 


there was at present one motor vehicle for every six 


men in France. It was possible again that the 


standard of armament of troops in the base and line 


of communication areas could be considerably reduced. 






THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR said 


that every effort was being made in the War 


Office to review the demands on production to 


see that we were not over-insured. At the 


present time the gap between requirements and 


production was very wide. There would, 


however, be no question of equipping the v/hole 


of the 55 divisions which it was ultimately 


proposed to raise on the same scale of motor 


transport as the original expeditionary force. 


He had obtained from General Gamelin an 


equipment table for a French division, and 


though he had expected to find the French very 


much less lavishly equipped than the British, 


this had not been the case. 


In discussion considerable surprise 


was expressed at the achievement of the French 


in putting into the field 95 divisions, each of 


a strength of 17,800 men, whereas the British 


Expeditionary Force at the present time only 


consisted of 5 divisions on a considerably lower 


establishment. It was pointed out, on the other 


hand, that the French were operating in their own 


country and had not the difficulty of supplying 


their divisions from overseas. Moreover the 


French were already experiencing shortages in 


many items. 






si 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR, in summing up 


the position, said that the Chief of the Imperial 


General Staff and the Commander-in-Ohief were agreed 


as to the desirability, in view of the attitude of the 


French, of having 10 divisions in France by 1st March,, 


They had pointed out, however, that there would be a 


considerable risk in not having these divisions properly 


equipped with anti-tank and anti-aircraft weapons. From 


what was known of the German tactics, it would be these 


weapons which would be most required in the event of a 


heavy German attack in the spring. It was only right 


that the War Cabinet should be aware of the risks that 


were being run. At the same time, it would be realised 


that if the present lull continued throughout the winter, 


the general equipment situation would be correspondingly 


eased. 


THE MINISTER OF SUPPLY observed that all the 


estimates on which the War Office figures v/ere based were 


on the pessimistic side and that the position by the 


spring would probably not be quite so bad as now appeared. 


The War Cabinet 
(i) Approved the proposal in the Secretary 


of State for War's Memorandum that the 

immediate aim should be the increase of 

the British Army in France to a strength 

of 10 divisions by the end of February, 

1940: 


(ii) Agreed that the position in regard to the 

state of equipment and maintenance of 

the British Army in France should be 

examined in detail by the Military Co
ordination Committee, in collaboration 

with the Minister of Supply: 


(ii.i)	 Invited the Chiefs of Staff to examine 

and report on the possibility of 

increasing the number of heavy and light 

anti-aircraft guns to be supplied to the 

British Army in France at the expense of 

the Air Defence of Great Britain. 


Richmond Terrace, SoW.lo 


1st December, 1939 
n 
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 THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO informed 


 the War Cabinet of the position reached in the enquiry 


into the arrangements for Intelligence in Eire 


which he had been asked to conduct. 


He said that he had begun by looking into 


the existing Coast-Watching system which was under the 


control of the Eire Government. This had only come 


into existence last August, when it had been started 


on a purely police basis and had been of little or no 


value. Throughout September the position had been 


thoroughly unsatisfactory, but had improved a little 


with the appointment of Sir John Maffey. Through him 


an arrangement had been made on the 12th October, 


whereby movements of enemy submarines, when observed 


by the Eire Coastal Watch, should be telegraphed to 


Dublin and Cork and thence sent by wireless to the 


Eire Air Force Coastal Patrol on a stated wavelength. 


So far as was known, only two reports had been sent 


under this arrangement, one on the 2nd November and 


another on the 3rd. Subsequent corroboration showed 


that these reports had been accurate. Unfortunately, 


owing to a misunderstanding about wavelengths, they 


were not picked up by the Admiralty. This misunder
standing had been cleared up, and continuous watch 


had since been kept on the correct wavelength, but no 


further reports had been r eceived. The present 


arrangements suffered from the following defects 


(i)	 Listening for reports involved a 

continuous twenty-four hour watch, 

which not only immobilised apparatus 

but imposed a severe strain on 

personnel. 
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(ii)	 It made it very difficult, if not 

impossible, to assess the reliability 

of such reports as we might be able 

to intercept. 


(iii)	 It was doubtful whether messages on 

the agreed wavelength would be received 

in this country unless transmitted with 

considerable power. 


(iv) Reports were sent en clair and were 

therefore liable to interception by 

the enemy, 


Furthermore, the Eire Coast-Watching 


Service was, at present, of low efficiency. The 


coast-watchers were badly paid, ill-equipped (they 


often did not even possess binoculars), and were 


recruited on many sections of the coast from 


unreliable personnel. No watch was kept at night, 


although it was obvious that a U-boat putting in 


for provisions would be much more likely to do so 


under cover of darkness. Since the beginning of 


the war the Admiralty had received reports, which 


were considered reliable, of at least four cases of 


U-boats entering Irish Territorial Waters, namelys-


One in Blacksod Bay on the 16th September. 

One in Donegal Bay on the 30th September. 

One in Donegal Bay on the 8th October. 

One in Bantry Bay on the 9th November. 


The first three had occurred before the arrangement 


of the 12th October had come into force. The Bantry 


Bay case was, however, subsequent to that date; and 


though the source from which our information came was 


undoubtedly reliable, we had received no report 


from the Eire authorities. 


Continuing, Lord Hankey said that, in 


examining the Admiralty proposal for a secret British 


Coastal Intelligence Service in Ireland, it had at 






once become evident to him that it would take some 


time to organise such a Service, and that it could 


never provide a complete substitute for the existing 


Service. Indeed, the Admiralty view had been that 


any Service to be set up in the immediate future should 


be on a moderate scale, designed to supplement the 


existing Eire Government Service and to provide a 


check on its reliability. Moreover, while it was; 


in the making we should have to rely on the existing 


Service. 


Clearly, the first step, therefore, was to 


tune up the present Service as far as possible. He 


had accordingly asked the Admiralty to draw up their 


desiderata, which had been approved by a representative 


of the Dominions Office and himself. These desiderata 


dealt with matters of detail, of which the most 


important was that 
(i)	 All reports should, if possible, be 


communicated confidentially through 

our Naval Attache in Dublin; or, if 

the Eire Government would not agree 

to this, they should be asked, in 

addition to broadcasting reports when 

received, to wireless a summary to 

their Coastal Air Patrols at stated 

times, say, twice or thrice a day, in 

order to save the Admiralty from having 

to maintain a continuous watch. Reports 

to be sent, if possible, in cipher. 


Other suggestions for improving the Coast-Watching 


Service were.
(ii)	 An adequate watch by night as well 


as by day, 


(iii)	 The supply of equipment for the 

coast-watchers on favourable terms. 


(iv)	 The establishment of D. P. Stations 

in Eire, 






Lord Hankey emphasised, furthermore, that 


our need for information was not confined to reports 


about the movements of enemy submarines only. We 


wanted to know as much as possible of everything 


that was happening on the Eire Coast - movements of 


suspected vessels? the presence of supply vessels; 


attempts to purchase victuals or to obtain water; 


or to land spies or agents as in the case of Roger 


Casement in the last war, 


With the assent of the Dominions Office 


he had authorised Mo.1,5 to arrange, through the 


Irish High Commissioner, for Colonel Archer, who 


handled these matters in Eire and was the recognised 


liaison officer, to visit this country as soon as 


possible. Advantage would be taken of Colonel 


Archer's visit to enable the Director of Naval 


Intelligence to discuss with him the whole question 


of improving the Eire Coast-Tfetching Service, on 


the lines which he (Lord Hankey) had indicated. 


Meanwhile, the Naval Attache in Eire was, at the 


present time, visiting the whole of the Coastal Stations 


and it was hoped that his report, which would be ready 


very shortly, would provide a good deal more information 


Following the semi-official conversations with Colonel 


Archer an official approach would be made through Sir 


John Maffey to the Eire authorities with a view to 


placing the matter on a more formal footing. 


Having thus described the provisional 


arrangements which he had set in train for improving 


the existing Coast-Watching Service in Eire, Lord Earfeay 


went on to deal with the preliminary investigation which 






he had made into the possibility and usefulness of 


establishing a secret British Service, as suggested 


by the Admiralty. At the outset he drew attention 


to certain features which distinguished a Coast-


Watching Service from similar Services in Great Britain 


and Northern Ireland:

(a)	 In Great Britain, if anything unusual 

was observed, information was immediately 

passed to the Naval Centre concerned; 

and immediate action was taken to send 

the necessary Naval Forces. 


In Eire, except possibly near the borders 

of Northern Ireland, such Forces would not 

normally be available in the vicinity. 


(b)	 By contrast with this country, communications 

in Eire were very poor, e.g., at one of the 

present Eire stations, the Coast-Watchers 

had to walk twelve miles to reach a 

telephone. 


(c)	 There was general agreement that the 

watching of a long and indented coastline, 

such as that of Eire, could not be effective 

without the willing co-operation of the 

local population. 


(d)	 The number of Coast-Watchers required for a 

complete Service would be very large. In 

the last war we had employed 700 Watchers, 

and the present Eire Service comprised 500 

or 600. 


(e)	 The Eire police were very efficient, and 

our Intelligence authorities all agreed 

that anything in the nature of a large 

Secret Intelligence Service would very soon 

be discovered. 


In these circumstances, Lord Hankey said 


that he had come to the conclusion that if we were to 


have a Secret Service for Coast-Watching in Eire, it 


must necessarily be on a modest scale. He had in mind 


an organisation which would include a few carefully
chosen agents who would be placed at a dozen or more 


selected points along the coast. This Service would be 


of particular value in providing us with some check on 


the Government of Eire's official Coast-Watching Service 






and.would thereby enable us to discover its shortcomings 


and weak points, so that, if the opportunity offered, we 


could in the most friendly and helpful way make 


representations for its improvement. In addition, 


this Service would give us either 
(i)	 reliable information as to the habits 


of U-boats in visiting particular 

places; or, alternatively, 


(ii) negative information that nothing was 

happening on the Irish coast, or on a 

particular stretch of it. Such 

negative information would be of first 

importance, as it would relieve us from 

the necessity of watching, and so enable 

us to economise substantially in ships 

and men 
a 


Lord Hahkey said that he had asked the 


authorities concerned to work out the details of a 


modest service of this kind. When he had received the 


details of such a service; had heard the results of the 


tour of our Naval Attache; and knew the outcome of the 


conversations which would be taking place with Colonel 


Archer, he, would make a further report. Until then, he 


did not ask the War Cabinet to take any decision. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY expressed his 


gratitude for the very thorough examination which had 


been carried out by the Minister without Portfolio. 


The War Cabinet took note of the Interim 

Report made by the Minister without 

Portfolio o 


5th December, 1939. 
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AIRCRAFT THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR informed his 

PRODUCTION. 


colleagues that the programme of purchases in America 


was quite separate from the production programme. Our 


own factories had produced some 800 aircraft in 


November, 1939, and production would steadily increase 


until we had attained the figure of 2,250 aircraft a 


month, which was our objective. 


The following points were made in the course of 


dis cussion:
(l) There was probably no alternative to 


calculating in figures of aircraft 

produced per month, but the method of 

"counting heads" failed to do justice 

to the recent improvement in our 

position. The much larger and much 

better aircraft which we were now 

turning out were infinitely.more 

effective weapons of war than the 

types produced a, year or two ago. 


(2) In war conditions there was	 inevitably 

a large number of major and minor 

accidents. Damaged machines were going 

for repair to the organisation which 

Lord Nuffield had set up. This organi
sation was already at work and would be 

in full swing by February, or March,1940. 

The aircraft returning to service from 

the repair organisation would constitute 

a valuable hidden reserve. 


"The provision o t spars parts had not 
(.3)oeen sufficient in the light of war-time 

operational requirements. Steps. wes*e* however, 
being taken to increase the supply of spares 
and this would greatly facilitate the tas& 
of the repair depots. The new policy 
was to insist on the diversion of 1Q& of 
I output, or in certain cases 18jS  towards 
e


the ^revision of spares, in addition to the 

10$ previously provided. The aircraft which 

were now being ordered from the United States 

(would all be accompanied by spare parts." 


(4) The Air Ministry had been in constant 

consultation with the Ministry of Labour 


.., on the question of the scientific use of 

man-power for aircraft production. A 

considerable dilution of labour was 

gradually taking place in the aircraft 

factories. This dilution had attracted 






very little attention, as it had, been 

arranged, on a local basis. 


a month. This figure was ma-italy made up 

of fighters. The bomber position in 

Prance was, however, still unsatisfactory. 

I
ffhe--*maxs&&&- -of a (ya&^aoas- in t he P̂ r̂ rnrehr-Aia?

was calculated that our production and the 

French, taken together, now exceeded the 

German production. As stated in Minute 10, 

the French Government, like ourselves, were 

purchasing aircraft in the United States. 


The War Cabinet — 


(i) Took note of the above statements regarding 

the position of aircraft production in this 

country and in Prance: 


(ii) Invited the Secretary of State for Air to 

include in his next quarterly statement 

a comparison between the British and French 

figures of aircraft production, together 

with an estimate of the production which 

the French were likely to attain by the 

Spring of 1940. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1, 


9th December, 1939. 


- a 
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MAGNETIC MINES. 


Proposed action 

against German 

Mine-laying 

Sea-plane Bases, 


THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF 


informed the War Cabinet that on the night of 


the lOth-llth December some six German aircraft 


had laid mines in the estuary of the Thames. 


The various measures which we had so far tried to 


prevent this type of enemy operation had failed. 


Interception by fighters in the dark was extremely 


difficult - like looking for a needle in a 


haystack; and the detection of these low-flying 


enemy aircraft by R.D.F, had not come up to 


expectations. The Air Ministry had, in con
sequence, been giving serious consideration to 


other means of dealing with this problem. 


Their proposal, for which they sought 


the approval of the War Cabinet, was that we 


should maintain constant Bomber patrols 


throughout the hours of darkness over the five 


German bases from which the mine-laying aircraft 


operated - three at Sylt, one at Borkum and one 


at Norderney. There would be two patrols, each 


of a single aircraft, the one dealing with Sylt 


and the other with Borkum and Norderney. Each 


aircraft would do two hours on patrol and then be 


succeeded by a relief aircraft throughout the 


night. It was to be hoped that the effect 






of these patrols would he to force the Germans 


to extinguish the flare paths, and so 


prevent the seaplanes from taking off. If, 


on the other hand, they lighted the flare 


paths and attempted to take off, the seaplanes 


would he seen and our patrols would attack them. 


The instructions to our patrols would he that 


they should only attack targets on the sea. 


Our patrols would probably meet a certain 


amount of anti-aircraft fire, but we were 


banking on the assumption that the Germans 


would encounter the same difficulties in 


dealing with them as we had experienced in 


dealing with the German seaplanes visiting 


our own shores under similar conditions. 


The Air Ministry wished to try this 


operation at least as an experiment which, 


if it did not entirely succeed in preventing 


the departure of German mine-laying aircraft, 


would at least curtail their activities. The 


decision to use single aircraft was due to 


the danger of collision between aircraft 

CUiHflying in the dark in a confined area,


OUc &uCt*fl VoJLtk LloGafcl̂  t&d&efyoeJ,--?-. ' " 

THE FIRST LORD OF" THE ADMIRALTY said 


that it was becoming increasingly necessary 


to deal with the menace of the magnetic mine. 


The new Commander-in-Ohief at the Nore had 


reported that the position was not improving. 

There were at the moment only two channels 


open; and if these were closed, as they 






might he at any moment, a very serious 


situation would arise. Meanwhile, the German 


aircraft were coming over, not only by night 


but also by day, when they had the great 


advantage, denied to them in the dark, of 


being able to see the channels marked out by 


the buoys, which were a necessity for the guidance 


of shipping. Whilst he welcomed the proposals 


described by the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff 


for patrols at night, he earnestly hoped that 


means would also be devised of dealing with 


the mine-laying aircraft by day. Y/ould it not, 


for example, be possible to attack the German 


bases v/ith bombs? 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR replied 


that this question had been made the subject 


of a Paper by the Air Staff which he would 


discuss with the First Lord. 


THE PRIME MINISTER considered that the 


Air Ministry plan for night patrols would be 


a suitable way to start. If need be, the plan 


could be modified later in the light of 


experience. Meanwhile, he asked whether it 


would not be possible to place buoys along 


false channels to deceive the enemy, on the 


lines which had been suggested by the Minister 


for Co-ordination of Defence. 


THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF explained that 


this would be difficult and that it would take 


a long time to do. 






THE FIRST LORD OF THE'ADMIRALTY 


added that the Admiralty were meanwhile pressing 


on with their efforts to solve the problem of 


neutralising the magnetic mine. 


The War Cabinets
(l) Approved,as an immediate measure, 


the action described by the Deputy 

Chief of the Air Staff for dealing 

with German mine-laying aircraft: 


(2) Took note that a Memorandum was 

being prepared by the Air Staff on 

the wider issues involved in an 

attack on the German mine-laying 

bases, and that this Memorandum 

would be considered in the first 

instance by the Secretary of State 

for Air and the First Lord of the 

Admiralty. 


13th December, 1959. 


a 
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 THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS gave 
 the 7/ar Cabinet particulars of information contained 

 in a secret report, dated 1st December, 1939, obtained 
by the Intelligence Service of a neutral State in a 
manner unknown. According to this report, the closest 
consideration was being given in the highest German 
quarters to the question how to intensify the war 
against Great Britain without invading the Netherlands 
and so far as possible without incurring counter air 
attack by ourselves. Herr Hitler had held a consider
able number of conferences on this subject with 
General Keitel and with the German Military and Naval 
Commanders. The plan which they were considering was 
to intensify warfare against this country both by sea 
and in the a.ir. In particular, they hoped to damage 
British trade with Sweden, Finland and Denmark, in 
addition to that with the Netherlands and Belgium, 
by means of intensified mine-laying. Admiral Raeder 
was stated not only to have concurred in these 
proposals, but to have made suggestions for their 
extension. It was also proposed to lay mines at the 
south end of St. George's Channel and off the coast 
of Scotland. These mines would be laid partly by 
small units of the German Navy and partly be specially 
constructed seaplanes, the units for which were now 
being established. It was also hoped to prevent the 
ca.rriage of Swedish goods to this country in Norwegian 
bottoms. The view expressed at these conferences was 

that it was unlikely that Great Britain or France would 





counter this intensification of war on their trade 


by. an aerial bombardment of German industrial centres, 


since it was thought that Great Britain would never 


be the first to bomb civilians. Great weight was 


laid on this consideration, which would probably be 


decisive. 


In reply to a question by the Secretary of State 


for War, THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that 


while the German aircraft industry had been dispersed, 


it was impossible for the Germans to apply this policy 


to the heavy industry situated in the Ruhr. 


The Y/ar Cabinet took note of the 

above statements. 


Richmond Terrace, S .W .1, 

13th December, 1939. 
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THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO reminded the War 


Cabinet that he had made an interim oral report on 


the 5th December on the question of coast watching 


in Eire. He had then advocated the establishment 


of a modest Secret Service to aupplement the official 


Service, but had refrained from asking the War Cabinet 


for a decision pending further information, for which, 


he was waiting, about the condition of the official 


Coast Watching Service, and also details of the 


proposed Secret Service. He had now"received reports 


on both these points. 


The matter had, however, now become urgent, as 


it was necessary to offer an appointment to the 


designate Head of the proposed Secret Service, who 


had been offered alternative employment by the 


Government. 


The Naval Attache'' in Dublin had visited a number 


of Eire Coast Watching Stations in company with 

CoUntl 
OeiBHBmder Archer, the founder of the Service. The 
Naval Attache'' had stated that the Eire authorities 
were doing their best to make the official service 
efficient. The personnel, equipment and pay of the 
Coast Watchers were better than we had been led to 


expect. Accommodation was not yet complete, but 


contracts had been placed and were in hand.. In one 


respect, however, the Coa.st Watching Stations remained 


hopelessly defective, namely, in communications, and 


particularly in telephones.. 






is 


During the past fortnight only one official 


report, and that a vague one, had been received from 


the Eire Coast Watching organisation. Ho reliable 


evidence had been received of the use of the Irish 


coast by German submarines, but several sinister 


and circumstantial stories had come to hand. A secret 


report had recently been received to the following 


effect:

"Stories of the presence of German 

submarines off the west coast have 

become so common that they have ceased 

to cause any great interest." 


Continuing, the Minister said, that the matter, in 


his opinion, was of such importance to the Navy that 


he did not think that we should, hesitate any longer 


in authorising the institution of a modest Secret 


Service, such as he had. described in his report to the 


War Cabinet on the 5th December. It would be built 


up on the ba.sis of the existing small Secret Service 


in Eire, and. would, be controlled, by persons of proved 


experience and. caution. 


The Director of Naval Intelligence was satisfied 


with the scheme which had. been worked, out. 


The Secretary of Sta.te for Dominion Affairs ha.d 


likewise seen the scheme Land was willing to accept it, 


subject to some modification of the arrangements 


originally proposed, for communications which they were 


discussing together, and, of course, o n condition that 


every precaution would, be taken to ensure the secrecy 


of the s cheme. 


In seeking the approval of the War Cabinet to the 


establishment of a modest Secret Service, the Minister 


Without Portfolio asked, that he might, at . the same time, 


be allowed, to continue to keep in touch with the 


question of coast watching in Eire in both its aspects, 






namely, the development of the official scheme, and 


also the proposed Secret Service. 


THE HOME SECRETARY was informed, in response to 


an enquiry, that the -activities of the Secret Service 


would be strictly limited to coast watching. 


THE FIRST LORD OP THE ADMIRALTY said that the 


proposed Secret Service would be a material help to 


the Admiralty, and cn.rnestly hoped that it would, be 

approved by the War Cabinet. 


THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER said that there 


were no financial objections. 


The War Cabinet — 


Approved the proposals of the Minister 

Without Portfolio for an Intelligence 

organisation in Eire, and invited him 

to keep in touch with the question of 

coast watching in Eire from the aspects 

both of the Official Scheme and of the 

Secret Service. 


Ri chmond T erra. c e , S .W. 1, 

20th December, 1939. 
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The War Cabinet had before them the 


following papers 


(a) Memorandum by the Secretary of State 

for Foreign Affairs on the situation 

in Scandinavia and the possible results 

of the invasion of Finland (W.P.(39)164). 


(b) Note by the First Lord of the Admiralty 

on the iron ore traffic from Norway 

(W.P.(39) 162), and a Memorandum by 

the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs on the same subject (W.P.(39) 

168). 


(c) Memorandum by the Minister of Economic 

Warfare on the subject of iron ore from 

Narvik (W.P.(G.) (39) 153). 


(d) Report by the Chiefs of Staff on the 

stoppage of Swedish Iron Ore to Germany 

(W.P.(39) 169). 


(e) A Memorandum by the Secretary of State 

for Foreign Affairs covering a French 

draft of proposed Instructions from the 

French and British Governments to their 

Representatives at Stockholm and Oslo 

on the subject of help for Finland 

(W.P.(39) 170). 

THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that, as a 


matter of procedure, it would be convenient to 


deal first with the narrower question of the 


stoppage of ore from Narvik, before going on to 


the wider implications of what might be done to 


bring about a total stoppage of all ore from 


Sweden. 


At the request of the First Lord of the 


Admiralty, he read extracts from a Memorandum 


summarising Herr Thyssen's views which were that 


victory would accrue to the side which obtained 


mastery of the iron ores and magnetic iron in 


Northern Sweden. 






THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said 


that this information from Herr Thyssen confirmed 


that which had "been supplied by the Ministry of 


Economic Warfare. The cutting off of supplies 


of Swedish ore, which were vital to Germany's 


prosecution of the war, was worth all the rest of 


the blockade, and provided a great chance of 


shortening the war and possibly saving immeasurable 


bloodshed on the Western Front. He realised that 


he was asking the Foreign Secretary to make a very 


difficult decision and was grateful to him for his 


helpful attitude. 


As to the procedure to be followed, the 


First Lord's suggestions were as follows:
(i) The first step was to urge Sweden and 


Norway to give all possible help to 

Finland now, and offer them a guarantee 

that we would go to their assistance 


7 71 I^N with adequate forces if ,-iaa consequen^i/ 

KliTJ'  7
o T- tuiftfutnlly  aY^o-f their ho lp to Pinlandr^tresia-^r

OT" (rtTTyicmy Qfiba-ipl J Gormany should steff-4ja. This was going 
/PVCt^£ tiifW- ^ - - - r a t h e  r further than the French proposed 

' ' in their draft Note (W.P.(39) 170). 

(ii) We should tell Norway of the action which 


we proposed to take to stop all traffic 

to Germany along the West Coast of 

Norway, at the^same time that the joint 

Anglo-French demarche was made, 


(iii) Paragraph 12 of the Foreign Secretary's 

Memorandum (W.P,(39) 168) was a suitable 

basis for our action. The actual method 

would be to send a force of nine 

Destroyers which would, in the initial 

stages.maintain a continuous patrol of 

reliefs. They would require no land 

base in Norway. Consideration had been 

given to the possibility of sending them 

to the Vest Fjord just outside Narvik, 

which would have the advantage of 

enabling them to control the traffic at 

its source, sending such ships as might 

be required direct to England and 

stopping the rest. At the outset, 

however, the Admiralty were in favour of 

sending the force to a more lonely area. 






Over" and above the limited question of 


stopping the ore traffic from Narvik, there was the 


greater question of our laying plans to cut off all 


supplies of Swedish ore to Germany. These were 


plans which would require to be put into execution 


by the end of April, when Lulea would cease to be 


icebound. If they were successful, Germany, 


famishing for iron ore, would be in a very serious 


position. In such straits; she would probably 


react violently and try to coerce Sweden by threats 


and then by bombing; but this might have the 


opposite effect and throw Sweden into our arras0 


Germany might endeavour to land a force at Lulea 


to take possession of the minefields, and to exploit 


them by forced labour for her own needs. Y/e must 


be prepared to dispute such an attempt with armed 


force, Thio weald- o-ompliontw fee queb L.iuu,hufr "]£here 

was no reason why we should not be. able to send and 


maintain the necessary military and naval forces. 


Indeed, in many respects there would be distinct 


advantages in conducting operations in Scandinavia 


in preference to the Western Front, Such operations 


would give us the opportunity for exploiting the 


amphibious strength of this country. He did not 


think that such action would necessarily involve 


us in general hostilities with Russia, v/hich he was
most anxious to avoid. The Russians would have a 


very long way to go, across difficult country, to 

reach the ore fields. Even if there was a clash 


with their troops, hostilities might be local only, 


such as had taken place in Manchuria for a long 


time past. It was, however, impossible to foresee, 
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at this stage, what steps we might have to take 


in April, since these must depend on the reactions 


of Norway and Sweden, of Germany and of Russia, 


The First Lord was therefore strongly 


in favour of taking the first step of interrupting 


supplies from Narvik, after such preliminary 


diplomatic negotiations as might he necessary, with 


our eyes fully open to the fact that we could not 


possibly know precisely what would be the next 


step we should have to take. But none of the 


possible consequences of our action could outweigh 


the advantage which would accrue to us in depriving 


Germany of her vital supplies of Swedish ore0 There 


was nothing that Germany could do to stop us from 


taking this initial step. As a counter measure she 


might seize Stavanger which would improve the radius 


of action of her aircraft, and so bring Scapa within 


closer range: but this would be no more decisive than 


the threat of air attack to which London was at 


present exposed, 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


said that we had given Norway an assurance that a 


German occupation of Stavanger would be viewed as 


a matter of direct interest to us. We had intended., 


if that guarantee were invoked,to confine our 


assistance to Norway to naval measures, but the War 


Cabinet had agreed, that this limitation should not 


be communicated to the Norwegian Government. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 


observed that Germany was inexperienced in combined 


operations. An invasion of Southern Scandinavia would 


be an enormous commitment for her. 






THE FOREIGN SECRETARY fully recognised the 


importance of cutting off all iron ore supplies to Germany. 


Furthermore, if,, in consequence of our action, the war spread 


to Scandinavia, it would he less likely to spread to the 


Balkans, also. 


The stoppage of the Narvik supplies was by itself 


of little importance, and must be viewed in relation to the 


largerquestion of preventing all supplies - namely those 


from Oxelsund at the present time, and from Lulea when the 


Spring came0 He therefore thought that we ought first to 


see our way clear as to the reaction of the two parts of the 


problem on each other before dealing with only one of them. 


The key to the whole problem was the stoppage of 


supplies from Lulea, 


The First Lord had laid great stress on our 


taking such military action as would dominate the Galivarc 


field, to prevent its acquisition by Germany. It therefore 


became necessary to obtain a clearer indication of what 


this would involve. He presumed that i t would mean landing 


a force at Narvik and sending it down the railway. Such a 


landing could hardly be made without the consent of Norway,, 


He felt very doubtful whether either Norway or Sweden would 


welcome any guarantee of assistance from us against Germany, 


whatever might be their attitude to an offer of assistance 


against Russia, Any action to stop the Narvik supplies 


must be weighed against its possible repercussions on the 


larger project of stopping all supplies to Germany. It 


would be unwise to prejudice our success in the larger 


project by action at Narvik which would only have a 


limited effect. The goodwill of Norway and Sweden was. 


essential for success; in the larger project. His 


conclusion,therefore, was that we should give every 


assistance in our power to Finland and press the 


Scandinavian countries to do the same, on the lines
proposed by the French. Meanwhile we should take no action 


about the Narvik traffic until we saw the results of the 


proposed demarche. 






THE PRIME MINISTER said there could he no doubt 


that the decision to be taken was of the utmost import
ance. It might be one of the turning points of the var. 


He was greatly impressed by the statements contained 


in Herr Thyssen's memorandum, and it certainly seemed 


as if there was a chance of dealing a mortal blow to 


Germany. 


He agreed with the Secretary of State for Foreign 


Affairs that it would be a mistake to prejudice our 


chances of success in the major project of stopping 


all supplies of ore to Germany, by precipitate action 


on the limited project of stopping the Narvik traffic. 


To- carry out the big project it would be essential to 


have the good will both of Norway and Sweden, though some 


distinction might be drawn between these two countries. 


Norway was less vulnerable to German attack than Sweden. 


Even if the Germans seised bases on the coasts of Norway 


it was very doubtful whether they could ever over-run 


a large part of the country. The effect on Norway of 


German hostility would therefore be correspondingly 


less, though no doubt she would not at all relish 


the idea of such hostility. Sweden, however, was in 


a different position. The danger to that country of 


Russian aggression could easily be exaggerated, 


particularly in view of what we now saw of Russian 


inefficiency in their invasion of Finland. It was 


very doubtful, however, whether Sweden would welcome 


our guarantee against German aggression, since this 


might very rapidly involve her in hostilities with 


Germany. On the other hand, it was essential to get-


Sweden in on our side. It would be impracticable 






to put in a force through Narvik to stop supplies to 


Germany from the Galivarc minefields unless we had the 


good v.-ill of Sweden; and if we had Sweden's good will, 


Norway would probably fall into line. There seemed little
prospect that much could be done by sabotage alone. 


The problem therefore resolved itself into getting 


Sweden into the war on our side, and it would be 


necessary to consider very carefully what effect action 


against the Narvik traffic would have on Sweden. It 


would, be desirable to obtain as early as possible 


her reactions to a guarantee on the lines proposed by 


the French, coupled, with a hint that we intended to take 


drastic action to cut off supplies of ore to Germany. 


Sweden would, probably realise that if she sent ass is t
ance to Finland, she might be attacked by Russia, and 


that in this case Germany might well offer her "protec
tion" against Russian aggression. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


pointed out that if Sweden accepted our guarantee 


against Russia in the first instance, she would, be so 


committed to us that she would, have to look to the 


support of the Allies against Russia, rather than to 


Germany. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL emphasised, that- in .any 


negotiations with Sweden the best. card, of entry would 


be Russia. There had. always been a very strong anti-


Russian feeling in Sweden. 






THE PRIME MINISTER observed that it would be 


as well to point out to Sweden that Germany would be 


loath to quarrel with Sweden for fear of losing her 


supplies of ore: but if, nevertheless, she tried to 


seize the minefields by force of arms, we should be 


able to get there first and protect them against 


Germany.-


THE MINISTER OP SUPPLY emphasised the 


importance of Sweden's friendship from the supply point 


of view. We were very short of ferro-chrome, and we 


also drew a large amount of our supplies of calcium
carbide from Scandinavia. We had plenty of Turkish 


chrome-ore, but our manufacturing capacity to convert 


the crude ore into ferro-chrome was small and would take 


a considerable time to develop. If the Swedish supplie 


were cut off, the position would be rather serious. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY agreed that 


Germany might seize southern Sweden and cut off these 


supplies, but, on the other hand, we should stop her 


supplies of iron-ore, which were- the deciding factor. 


THE MINISTER FOR GO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE 


gave the War Cabinet a. summary of the discussion which 


had taken place on the whole question at the last 


Meeting of the Military Co-ordination Committee. Their 


general conclusion had been that, though it would be 


desirable to cut off the Narvik supplies immediately, 


and thereby deprive Germany of something between a 


million and two million tons of ore during the winter 


(which we could incidentally divert to our own use), 

this was only the first step. Our action would 


probable stimulate Germany into increased activity, and 
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the whole tempo of the war would speed up. It was 


therefore necessary to be sure that we could carry 


through the whole project of stopping all the ore 

jo/fier fcav hyAr&yce/ ctcf/on ceittie

supplies to Germanybefore tne rxrst step was taken.^ 


For this reason, the Committee had asked the Chiefs 


of Staff to consider and report on all the implication, 


of the despatch to Narvik, and subsequent maintenance 


in north Sweden, of a British or Franco-British force 


of sufficient strength to hold the mines in north 


Sweden against attack by Russia and/or Germany. The 


Chief of the Imperial General Staff had given a 


preliminary opinion that quite a small force could 


hold the minefields during the winter months, but it 


was essential to have a picture of the full military 


implications of the project. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR urged that it 


would be unwise to take a decision on the limited 


Narvik project alone until we were quite sure that we 


could successfully carry out the full project. It 


was, therefore, essential to wait until the Chiefs of 


Staff had made their report. 


THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO pointed out 


that there might well be a long delay before we were in 


a position to see the full implications of the big 


project. The Russian advance in Finland might go very 


slowly, and the Scandinavian countries might temporise 


for a long time before giving any answer to our demarche.. 


If no attempt was made to stop the Narvik supplies in 


the meantime, we should lose an opportunity of 


inflicting a serious embarrassment on Germany. Even 


a limited restriction of their imports of ore might 


prevent them carrying out any major operation. 






THE MINISTER OP ECONOMIC WARFARE said that 


we had no precise knowledge of Germany'1 s stocks of ore-, 


If these were large, the stoppage of the Narvik supplier 


would admittedly have very little effect0 But if we 


could cut off supplies from Oxelsund as well as Narvik; 


the embarrassment to Germany would be very serious? 


He agreed that, since the Germans had not yet started 


military operations on any intensive scalef their 


consumption would probably have been smaller than they 


might have anticipated before the war. Nevertheless, 


reports had been received that some of the ironworks in 


northern Bohemia had already shut down owing to lack of 


ore. 


THE MINISTER FOE CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE drew 


attention to an important strategical consideration 


which would arise if the war spread to the BalMfl0 * If 


Germany could carry on a war in the Balkans as well as 


in the Baltic; we should be hard put to it to find the 


shipping to supply the forces on three fronts. If, 


however, the opening up of the Baltic front prevented 


Germany from invading the Balkans, it would be to our 


benefit, since the maintenance of forces in Scandinavia 


would be very much easier than that of troops in the 


Balkans. He hoped the Chiefs of Staff would try and 


assess the possibility of the Germans carrying on a war 


both in the north and in the south-east at the same time, 


THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OP TRADE pointed 


out that the loss of Norwegian shipping to us would be 


serious, particularly in respect of tankers, 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL observed that we had not 


yet begun to take the drastic measures which we had used 


in the last war to obtain from neutral countries the 






shipping which we required. We should have to go 


very much further before the war was over. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY hoped that, 


if Norway and Sweden refused to have anything to do 


with our proposed guarantee to them, it would not mean 


that the whole project was to be abandonedo It was 


very doubtful whether Norway and Sweden would want to 


become involved in the war, but we should not let this 


deter us. He felt very strongly that we should seize 


the minefields at all costs. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


agreed that reluctance on the part of the Scandinavian 


countries need not necessarily be a decisive factor. 


He suggested that we should start by pressing them 


hard to support Finland on the lines of the draft Note 


of the French, and that we should take the opportunity 


to broach the question of stopping the Narvik supplies. 


But we should have to keep an open mind and see how 


things developed. He did not think it would be 


necessary to wait until the Chiefs of Staff had 


completed their full examination of the big project 


before we made our joint demarche to Norway and Sweden. 


In the French draft, it was only proposed to say that 


we were "prepared to consider in what circumstances and 


in what form an assurance could in practice be given to 


Sweden and Norway of Franco-British help against the 


possible consequences to them of such direct or 


indirect assistance as they might afford to Finland". 


Some discussion then took place on the method 


of the approach to be made to Norway and Sweden. It 


was suggested that it might be better to send a special 


emissary to Stockholm and Oslo, possibly under cover 


of the Anglo-Swedish Commission to be set up under the 






War Trade Agreement with Sweden. On the other hand, 


it might be better for the Secretary of State for 


Foreign Affairs himself to make the communication to 


the Norwegian and Swedish Ministers in London. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought that it would be 


necessary to make it clear to Norway and to Sweden, 


at the same time as the offer of a guarantee was made, 


that we were considering action to stop the supplies 


of ore going to Germany. Our guarantee could be 


offered as an offset to this communication. This 


would force their hands and prevent them temporising 


before accepting our offer of a guarantee. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR suggested that 


we might at the same time point out to Norway and Sweden-, 


who were peace-loving countries, that it lay in their 


power to end the war quickly by co-operating in the 


cutting off of vital supplies to Germany. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY observed that 


there had been reports that the Russians were preparing 


ships with a view to seizing Narvik by a sea-borne 


expedition. i* would toa ac well ta bring nsheae
report a to tho notioo of Norway. 


The War Cabinet:
(i) Approved the Memorandum of Instruction;": 


set out in W.P. (39) 170 as to the 

communication to be made by the French 

and British Governments to the 

Norwegian and Swedish Governments on 

the subject of the assurance to be 

given to the latter Governments of 

Franco-British help against the 

possible consequences to them of such 

assistance as they might afford to 

Finland: 


(ii) Agreed that when the communication 

referred to in (i) above was made to 

the Governments of Norway and Sweden, 

they should be informed at the same 

time that we intended to take certain 

measures to s top t he supply of iron 

ore from Sweden to Germany: 






(iii)	 Invited the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs to consider the most 

appropriate means of making the 

communications referred to in (i) and 

(ii) above, i.e., whether through His 

Majesty's Ministers at Oslo and Stockholm; 

or through a special emissary; or 

himself personally to the Swedish and 

Norwegian Ministers in London: 


(iv)	 Invited the Chiefs of Staff, in the 

light of the above discussion, to give 

further consideration to all the military 

implications of a policy which aimed at 

stopping the export of Swedish iron ore 

to Germany: 


(v)	 With reference to W.P. (39) 170, invited 

the Chiefs of Staff to consider 
(a)	 The character and extent of the 


indirect assistance which this 

country could render to Finland? 

with particular reference to the 

despatch of technical missions 

and the supply of material: 


(b)	 What assistance could, in practice, 

be given to Sweden and Norway 

against the possible consequences 

to them of such direct or indirect 

assistance as they might afford to 

Finland: 


(vi) Agreed that until the Report of the Chiefs 

of Staff referred to in (iv) above had 

been considered by the -War Cabinet, and 

the reactions of the Swedish and 

Norwegian Governments had been obtained 

to the demarche referred to in (i)and (ii) 

above, no action should be taken by the 

Admiralty towards stopping the exports 

of iron ore from Narvik to Germany. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 


22nd	 December, 1939. 










MOST SECRET,. 


M L ,15.9.1 1.83rd CONCLUSIONS, MINUTE I , 


Confidential .'jinex. 


At the outset of the discussion, THE PRIME 


MINISTER informed the War Cabinet that he had received 


a letter from the Lord Privy Seal, of which the two 


main points were:
(a) That we should help Finland as much as possible even 


at the expense of our military strength elsewhere: 


(b) That it would be of the greatest advantage to have Sweden 


on our side in. the war. This would be difficult to 


ensure but we should make the most of Sweden'''s iirten.se 


hatred of Russia, 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


recalled that the War Cabinet, at their previous 


meeting, had agreed,first that a diplomatic demarche 


should be made to Norway and Sweden giving them an 


assurance of Franco-British help against the possible 


consequences to them of such assistance as they might 


afford to Finland; secondly, that an oral communication 


should be made simultaneously to the two Governments, 


informing them that we proposed to take certain measures 


to stop the supply of iron ore to Germany-, The French 


had agreed to this procedure, and the ground was therefore 


clear for the communications to be made. On reflection, 


however, he felt a doubt as to the wisdom of this 


two-fold communications It was clear that, owing to 


the Finnish successes., Sweden's abiding fear of Germany 


was now less diluted by fear of Russia. Presumably 


our main purpose was to get Sweden into the War against 


Germany, war between Sweden and Russia being used as a 
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stepping stone to this end. He (the Secretary 


of State for Foreign Affairs) thought it not 


unlikely that any mention of the iron ore position 


would so alarm the Swedes that they might react un
unfavourably to the diplomatic demarche. In the 


second place, he was reluctant to appear to 


pledge us to action in Scandinavia until we were 


satisfied that it was feasible. This would 


presumably be for the Chiefs of Staff to say. 


In the circumstances, he suggested that it might 


be advisable to confine ourselves at first to the 


diplomatic communication, postponing the oral 


communication until the Chiefs of Staff had been 


able to examine the full implications. 


If; however, it was decided by the War 


Cabinet to broach :the iron ore question at the 


same time as the diplomatic demarche,, he thought 


that it would be necessary to.deal with the 


matter on the following lines: 


That control of the iron ore mines might well 


be one of the Soviet objectives and that it was 


clear that the supply of iron ore was likely to 


exercise a capital influence on the duration and 


issues of the war; that his Majesty's Government 


were giving careful consideration to the whole 


question and would acquaint the Swedish and 


Norwegian Governments in due course with their 


conclusions, and hoped that they might secure the 


co-operation of those Governments in any measure 


which might appear to be necessary. 






THE PRIME MINISTER said a proposal on the 


lines indicated by the Foreign Secretary went far 


beyond what he had anticipated we should say at this 


stage. He had the same comment to make on the 


interpretation which; as seen from paragraph 2 of the 


Report by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee (W.P. (39) 


175), the Chiefs of Staff had placed on the conclusion 


of the War Cabinet (W.M. (39) 122nd Conclusions, 


Minute l(ii). He had thought that we should make our 


diplomatic demarche, namely, our offer of assistance 


to hearten Norway and Sweden, We should also, but 


without seeking to link it with the diplomatic approach, 


make an oral statement to the effect that, in view of 

a net Ti ecilrct ? 


the way in which the Germans had sunk our^ shipping in 


Norwegian territorial waters, we proposed to take steps 


to stop the German traffic from Narvik down the 


Norwegian coast. For this purpose, it would be 


necessary to enter Norwegian territorial waters. What 


was said to Norway would differ from what was said to 


Sweden, In the case of Norway, we should give them 


notice that we were going to act in their territorial 


waters against traffic in general, not specifically 


iron ore traffic, proceeding to Germany. In the case 


of Sweden, we should give them notice of our intended 


action,but as a matter of courtesy, since the Swedish 


ore would have left Sweden and been taken over by the 


purchaser when we seized it, 


:
' THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY entirely 


agreed with the Prime Minister's interpretation of the 


War Cabinet's previous conclusion. He had not 


contemp lated that we should land troops at Narvik or 


send an expedition to the Swedish ore fields at the 
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present stage. He had assumed that we would merely 


inform the Scandinavian Governments that we proposed 

traffic 

to take action to stop Germany1 s in Norwegian 


territorial waterso The Admiralty were ready to 


send a force of destroyers to intercept the traffic 


as soon as the War Cabinet authorised it. 


THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF said that the 


Chiefs of Staff had had the impression that the 


communication on the measures we intended to take to 


stop the supply of iron ore to Germany would coincide 


with a moment when Sweden, as a result of a Finnish 


collapse, was seriously threatened by Russia, and was 


likely to agree to the landing of an Allied force to 


occupy the mines. If the Chiefs of Staff had had the 


explanation of the War Cabinet's views, as given by 


the Prime Minister, they would not have thought it 


necessary to put forward their Report (W.P.(39) 175)* 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY thought that 


Finland was still in great danger. He understood that 


they had only one month's supply of ammunition.. 


THE PRIME MINISTER agreed that the only way 


in which the situation had changed was that, although 


there was little doubt that Russia would be able to 


over-run Finland when weather conditions improved, the 


danger of their doing so before the spring had now beer, 


removed. 


The Prime Minister emphasised that there were 


two separate operations which we could undertake; 


firstly, the interruption of the traffic down the Nor
wegian coast, and seoondly - a far more formidable opera 


tion - the occupation of. the northern Swedish minefield. 


Norway and Sweden would no doubt protest over our acticn 


against the traffic * This protest, in itself, might 


not be of great importance; but we must be sure that 


the carrying out of the first operation would not result 


in our being prevented from carrying out the larger 


operation later on. . 






THE F I R S T LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY thought that as 


soon as Germany B-aw that we were. laying our hands on the 


iron ore from Narvik? she w o u l d take action against 


Sorihexn Scandinavia which would give us full justification, 


for the larger operations 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN A F F A I R S suggested 


that the- immediate q u e s t i o n for decision was whether the 


p r o p o s e d oral communication regarding the stoppage of 


traffic along the N o r w e g i a n coast would prejudice the 


chances of a favourable r e a c t i o n on the part of N o r w a y and 


Sweden to our diplomatic approach on the subject of their 


assistance, to F i n l a n d and of our offer of a:'.-:?, if such 


assistance should involve them in hostilities; No doubt 


any assurances which h a d been given by Germany to Sweden 


only related to the situation which would result from 


S c a n d i n a v i a n assistance to FInland$ and would not operate 


in the event of interference with the supply of ore to 


Germanyo 


F u r t h e r discussion then took place as to the 


desirability of m a k i n g the oral communication-concerning 


the stoppage of the N o r w e g i a n coastal traffic at the same 


time as the demarche r e g a r d i n g Scandinavian assistance 


to Finlando O n the one hand it was suggested that it 


would ha preferable- for these two communications to be well 


separated, in time,, otherwise there was a risk that the 


S c a n d i n a v i a n Governments w o u l d link them up and that 


we should thereby p r e j u d i c e the good effect of -the 


diplomatic approachc It was also ur-g^d that it m i g h t 


be u n w i s e to inform them that we h a d it in m i n d 


to stop the coastal traffic- unless wo were? in 


fact, ready to carry out the necessary naval measures 






within a very short space of time. Otherwise they 


might react violently and take some action which would 


seriously embarrass us before we had time to put these 


measures into effect. 


On the other hand it was pointed out that no 


specific mention of the iron ore traffic need be made0 


If the Norwegians said that they intended to institute 


convoys to protect the coastal traffic against attack by 


German submarines, the practical difficulties of such 


action should be clearly pointed out to them. It would 


in any case be desirable to obtain their reactions before 


our patrols were sent into Norwegian territorial waters,, 


We had the necessary naval forces ready but we should have 


to allow sufficient time for the Norwegian Government to 


warn tneir^naval f ore and to draw up instructions to our 


own naval commanders on the action which they should take 


if they met with any opposition from Norwegian patrols 


or escorts. It was very probable that if there was a 


delay between the making of the proposed communication to 


the Scandinavian countries and the taking of naval 


action, information of our intentions would reach Germany; 


but we had sufficient naval force to do what we wished 


regardless of any action which the Germans might take, 


THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that it was of 


the utmost importance from the point of view of winning 


the war, to .gejfc...Nj2rway.And Swe-den on^ur--sJLae.;. or at 


least -to ensure that they were not against us 0 It 


therefore seemed to him most desirable to make sure of our 


ground as far as possible before embarking on action which 


might have the very opposite effect to that which we 


desired. He, personally, thought that the Norwegians and 


Swedes would protest, but not violently, and he contemplated 


our taking naval action with very little delay, after the oral 

n
oomriTunicatinraa.  : i J 94s, No harm would be done, however, in 


deferring the decision to take that action until we were 


quite sure that there were no very alarming reactions to 


our communications, 






It was generally agreed that the making of the 


orel communication about the Narvik traffic would not 


prejudice the chances of our success in carrying through the 


the bigger project of stopping all the iron ore 


from Sweden going to Germany, and that there was no 


need, therefore, to await the report of the Chiefs 


of Staff on all the military implications of this 


bigger project before making the oral communication. 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY emphasised 


that it was quite impossible to foresee at this 


stage the pretext on which we might have to rely 


when deciding to send an expedition to seize the orefields 


in Sweden. He therefore thought that the Chiefs of Staff, 


in preparing this Report, noed not take into account 


any political factors but should confine themselves 


strictly to the Military implications of the project 


fe^p stopping all the iron ore supplies to Germany. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
thought that it would be desirable to inform our 
Ambassador in Washington of the action we proposed to 
take, and to instruct him to pass this information on 
officially to the President. In view of the fact 
that President Roosevelt had already been informed 
unofficially and secretly of what we had in mind, 
it would be necessary to ask him, through the same 
channels, to show no prior knowledge of this 
information when the official communication was made 
to him by the A m b a s s a d o r , A S regards the timing of 
the two communications to be made to the Scandinavian 
countries, he suggested that he should make the 
diplomatic approach to the Swedish and Norwegian 
Ministers in London, regarding assistance to Finland, 


as early as possible; but that he should delay until 


the beginning of the ensuing week the making of the oral 

communication to Norway regarding the stoppage of the 


coastal traffic for Narvik. This communication would 


also be made to Sweden as a m^iier of couriesy. 
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jjssistance to THE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF explained that the 

(inland and 

Scandinavian Chiefs of Staff had found it difficult to report on 

ibuntries 


f,P. (39) 173). the second part of the remit covered by this Paper 


m (namely, what assistance could, in practice, be given 


to Sweden and Norway against the consequences of such 


assistance as they might afford to Finland) in advance 


of the fuller Appreciation which they were preparing 


on the military implications of stopping the export 


of iron ore from Sweden to Germany. On this part 


of the Report, the Chiefs of Staff had only attempted 


to- set out some of the more important points involved, 

THE PRIME MINISTER referred to paragraph 


16 of the Report in which it was stated that if Germany 


bombed Scandinavian cities and invaded their territories, 


this would result in the immediate loss to Germany of 


the Swedish iron ore until she had been able to 


completely over-run Sweden and recondition the mines 


and railways. The paragraph continued that we should 


therefore make it clear that an air attack on 


Scandinavian cities would be regarded in the same light 


as an air attack on Great Britain and would invite 


retaliation. He was not sure that he followed the 


line of thought in this paragraph. 


THE CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF said that it 


had been thought possible that the Germans might 


threaten to bomb the Scandinavian cities as an 


alternative to landing an expedition,. The Chiefs of 


Staff thought that in that event we should make it clear 


at once that we would retaliate. 






THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR took the view 


that our intention to do this should not he declared 


until the time actually came. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he was not in 


favour of the principle of sending British volunteers 


to help Finland,, such action "being reminiscent of 


"non-intervention, in Spain". 


THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 


said that special personnel and material for the 


sabotage of railways were standing by ready to leave for 


Finland. These personnel would go to Finland in the 


guise of commercial agents in order to be available 


when the opportunity arose to cut the Murmansk railway, 


an operation of great importance? It would not be 


possible within the time available to give adequate 


instruction to Finns in this country. 


It was agreed that the railway sabotage personnel 


should sail forthwith for Finlando 


A discussion ensued on the suggestion (in 


paragraph 5 of the Report) that the Foreign Office 


should approach the Swedish Government with a view to 


releasing the Polish submarines, now interned in 


Stockholm, for operations against the Russian Fleet 


in the Baltic. The view was taken that there was 


/little which these submarines could usefully do now and 


that they might be able to play a much more prominent 


part in the spring when the ice had melted, in operations, 


for example, against Lulea and in the Gulf of Bothniao 


THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 


asked whether the War Office should proceed with the 


preparation of a force for Narvik, for which special 


clothing and special equipment (skis^ snowshoes and 


sleighs) would be necessary, most of which would have 


to be ordered from Canadao 






THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that this was a 


matter which could he decided when the final decision 


was taken in the light of the full appreciation which 


was being prepared by the Chiefs of Staff and which 


would come before the Cabinet in the course of the 


next few dayso Meanwhile the War Office should 


continue with the necessary preparations without 


however actually placing orderso 


The War Cabinet:
(i) Took note that the Foreign Secretary 


proposed that afternoon to communicate 

to the Swedish and Norwegian Ministers 

in London the assurances to the 

Swedish and Norwegian Governments of 

Franco-British help against the 

possible consequences to those Governments 

of such assistance as they might afford 

to Finland: 


(ii) Agreed that, unless the matter was first 

raised by the Swedish and Norwegian 

Ministers, the Foreign Secretary should 

defer until early in the ensuing week 

the proposed oral communication to those 

Ministers referred to in Conclusion (ii) 

of WoMo(39) 122nd Meeting, Minute 1: 


(iii) Agreed that this communication should be 

to the effect that we proposed to stop 

coastwise traffic from Norwegian ports 

to Germany as a counter-measure for 

German infringement of Norwegian 

territorial waters and that for this 

purpose we proposed to order Naval 

vessels to enter Norwegian territorial 

waters: 


(iv) Agreed that preparations should now be 

made which would enable us to follow up 

this communication by action at very 

short notice, but that no final decision 

should be taken to order Naval vessels 

to enter Norwegian territorial waters for 

the purpose of stopping coastwise traffic 

from Norwegian ports to Germany until we 

had learnt how the communication referred 

to in (ii) and (iii) was received: 


(v) Invited the Foreign Secretary to inform 

our Ambassador in Washington of this 

communication, which should be communicated 

to President Roosevelt: 






(vi) Invited the First Lord of the Admiralty 

to ask President Roosevelt to show no 

prior knowledge of this information when 

the official communication was made to 

him by the Ambassadors 


(vii) Took note of the Report by the Chiefs of 

Staff on Assistance to Finland and the 

Scandinavian Countries (W.P. (39) 173) as 

representing their provisional views on 

this question, pending the submission of 

their full Report on the Military 

Implications of Stopping the Export of 

Iron Ore from Swoden to Germany: 


(viii) Agreed that the question of further 

assistance to Finland over and above the 

equipment already promised or under 

consideration (as shown in Annex A to 

W.P.(39) 173) should be re-examined in 

the light of this Report. 


(ix) Agreed that volunteers, particularly 

trained aircraft crewsj should not be sent 

to Finland, for the present at any rate: 


(x) Invited the War Office to continue 

preparations with a view to the ultimate 

despatch of a force to Narvik,' without 

however actually placing orders for 

equipment of a special type. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 


27th December, 1939. 










NOTES OP THE PRIME MINISTER'S SUGGESTIONS 

AS TO THE APPROACH TO BS MADE TO NORWAY 


AND SWEDEN. 


The Prime Minister said that he did 


not anticipate that at the present stage we 


should disclose any far-reaching designs. He 


thought that we should not say more than that 


we intended that a Naval Force should, at some 


point, enter Norwegian territorial waters for 


the purpose of stopping the Narvik traffic .... 


At a later stage, the Prime Minister said that 


he would not seek to link the diplomatic 


approach which was to he made in regard to 


help for Finland with the action to he taken 


in Norwegian territorial waters. Further, 


what was said to the representative of Norway 


v/ould differ from what was said to the 


representative of Sweden . To the former, he 


would say that he thought it right to give 


notice of our action because it would be 


necessary for us to enter Norwegian territorial 


waters. It did not necessarily follow that, 


because this notice was given to Norway, we 


intended to act at once. The Swedish 


representative was not directly concerned, 


since the ore would have left Sweden. To 


Sweden as to Norway we should offer help 


against Russia if this was necessary as the 


result of either Sweden or Norway giving help 


to Finland. As a matter of courtesy we should 


at the same time tell the Swedish representative 


what we were telling the Norwegian representa
tive in regard to stopping the Narvik traffic. 






Statements in this sense could not do any harm, and j 

he did not, however, like the idea of taking action 
without saying anything in advance. The essential 
thing was not to take any action which might 
prejudice the bigger issue later on. 





AIBB-MSMOIEB-


In. connexion with the problem presented by the 


Bttsso-oeriaaa threat to Scandinavia arising fiut of the 


present soviet attack on Finland, His Majesty's 


Government have "been greatly impressed by the 


importance of the quest!on of the supply of iron ore. 


Control of these mines may veil be one of the soviet 


objectives, and whatever might be the reaction of the 


German Government to any such move, it is clear that 


the supply of iron ore is likely to exercise a capital 


Influence upon the duration and issue of the wara 


In these circumstances, His Majesty's Government 


have been giving careful consideration to the whole 


question. They -would propose in due course to make the 


Norwegian Government acquainted with any conclusions at 

Swedish 

which they may arive, in the earnest hope that any 


measures which may appear necessary an$ practicable 


may secure the co-operation of the Horgegtlan Governments. 

Swedish" 



